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Resumo

Apesar da existência de várias técnicas para a geração automática de dados

de teste baseados em gramáticas, poucos trabalhos foram propostos no sentido de

melhorar os dados de teste gerados aplicando restrições semânticas. Nesse sentido,

contribuimos neste trabalho, nesta direção para o caso particular do teste de me-

taprogramas, um programa que tem como dado de entrada um outro programa.

Atualmente, a alternativa natural para o teste deste tipo de programa é a técnica de

testes baseados em gramáticas. Essa técnica de teste pode ser aplicada de maneira

relativamente simples, porém com um custo de geração e execução do conjunto de

testes elevado e uma efetividade baixa. Por outro lado, diversas pesquisas e fer-

ramentas de grupos interessados no desenvolvimento de metaprogramas fazem

uso intenso do recurso de casamento de padrões durante a sua implementação e

especificação. Neste caso, os padrões oferecem uma fonte de informação interes-

sante para a criação de testes que são sintaticamente válidos e também satisfazem

restrições semânticas. Dada a limitação dos testes baseados em gramáticas e consi-

derando a informação embutida nos padrões existentes nos metaprogramas, temos

a oportunidade de contribuir para a melhoria do processo de teste para esses pro-

gramas. Logo, o objetivo deste trabalho é avaliar o uso da informação de padrões

para o teste de metaprogramas e com isso contribuir no seu processo de teste. No

intuito de sistematizar o processo de teste de software, o documento apresenta um

processo de design de teste e também uma família de critérios de cobertura basea-

dos em padrões para o teste eficiente e sistematizado de metaprogramas baseados

em padrões. São propostos quatro critérios de cobertura baseados em padrões e

nos critérios de particionamento do espaço de entrada. Também é apresentada uma

hierarquia entre os critérios propostos. Com isso, diferentes níveis de rigor podem

ser requeridos no processo através da escolha do critério adequado. A validação

dessas contribuições é feita através de um estudo de caso e uma validação empí-

rica. O estudo de caso apresenta uma instanciação de referência para o processo

de design de testes de um verificador de tipos implementado como metaprograma

baseado em padrões. O verificador de tipos é testado usando um conjunto de tes-

tes gerados pelos critérios de cobertura baseados em padrões. A qualidade desse

conjunto é avaliada utilizando a técnica de mutação e através da comparação dos

resultados obtidos com testes gerados por critérios baseados em gramáticas. Os

estudos experimentais indicam a efetividade da aplicação dos critérios baseados

em padrões e o ganho em custo-benefício em relação aos critérios baseados em

gramáticas no contexto do teste de metaprogramas baseados em padrões.

Palavras-chaves: Teste de Software, Critérios de Cobertura de Teste, Casamento de

Padrões, Metaprogramas, Linguagens Formais.
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Abstract

Although there are several techniques for the automatic generation of test

data based on grammars, few studies have been proposed to improve the test

data generated by applying semantic restrictions. In this sense, we intend to con-

tribute in this direction for the particular case of testing metaprograms, programs

that have other programs as input. Currently, the natural alternative to testing

this kind of program is using the grammar-based testing. That testing technique

can be applied relatively easily, but with high costs, related to the generation and

execution of the test set, and low effectiveness. Many researches and tools dedi-

cated to the development of metaprograms make heavy use of pattern matching

for their implementation and specification. In this case, the patterns offer an inter-

esting source of information for creating tests that are syntactically valid and also

satisfy semantic constraints. Given the limitation of grammar-based testing and

pattern information on the metaprograms, we identified an opportunity to con-

tribute to the improvement of the testing process for these programs. Therefore,

the goal of this work is to evaluate the use of pattern information for the testing of

pattern-based metaprograms and thus contribute to their testing process. In order

to systematize the software testing process, a family of coverage criteria based on

patterns is proposed to test pattern-based metaprograms efficiently and systemati-

cally. Four pattern-based coverage criteria are proposed, they are based on classical

input space partitioning combination criteria. Furthermore, a hierarchical relation-

ship between the criteria is presented. Therefore, different levels of rigor can be

required by choosing the appropriate criterion. The validation of these contribu-

tions is made using a case study and empirical validation. The case study presents

a reference instantiation for the test design process applied to a type checker im-

plemented as metaprogram based on patterns. The type checker is tested using a

test set generated by the pattern-based coverage criteria, and the quality of this

set is evaluated using the mutation technique. The results obtained are compared

with those produced by a test set generated by the grammar-based criteria. The

experimental studies indicate the effectiveness of the application of these pattern-

based criteria and a gain of cost-return in relation to the grammar-based coverage

criteria.

Keywords: Software Testing, Coverage Criteria, Pattern Matching, Metaprograms,

Formal Languages.
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1

Introduction

Metaprograms are tools which read sentences of software languages, such as program-
ming languages, and produce any kind of output [Czarnecki and Eisenecker, 2000].
There are many kinds of metaprograms, for example compilers, interpreters, refactor-
ing tools, static analysis tools, and source code metrics tools. The amount and diversity
of such tools are growing as processing power and large memory become available to
the machines on which software is being developed, nevertheless developing and ver-
ifying such tools is challenging. This is because metaprograms deal with programs,
with their intrinsic variety and complexity, as input data. An additional level of diffi-
culty is related to the need to deal with different levels of abstractions (programs and
metaprograms) [Sheard, 2001].

A way to deal with the metaprogram complexity is using the pattern matching
mechanism [Hoffmann and O’Donnell, 1982]. Patterns offer a simple mechanism to
describe specific constructions and structures over the metaprogram’s input language,
thereby metaprograms can reach their goals by using a simple implementation. This
approach also produces a case oriented implementation and specification of metapro-
grams. This feature can be used in addition with a context-free grammar to define the
metaprograms’ input data. The use of patterns and context-free grammar features to-
gether is quite common in the development of metaprograms. We will call this kind
of metaprograms pattern-based metaprograms (PBMP). The pattern matching feature ex-
ists in many metaprogram development environments, like ASF+SDF [van den Brand
et al., 2001], StrategoXT [Bravenboer et al., 2008] and Rascal[Klint et al., 2009, 2011].
Furthermore, this feature is also present in some specification formalisms based on al-
gebraic specifications, such as Maude [Clavel et al., 2003] and ELAN [Borovanský et al.,
1996]. Although the pattern matching feature is present in those environments and for-
malisms, each of them have a specific implementation and set of pattern constructions.
It is also common the use of patterns to create metaprograms using traditional func-
tional languages. Nevertheless, these languages are general purpose languages and not
designed to construct only metaprograms. This lack of design aiming the development

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

of metaprograms is also true for the algebraic specifications mentioned early. Func-
tional languages also have support to the pattern matching feature in general. Some
examples of these functional languages with support to patterns are Haskell [Hudak
et al., 1992b] and Scala [Odersky et al., 2004]. Even imperative languages can have
support for pattern based programming. For example, the Java language can have this
feature provided by TOM [Balland et al., 2007] which adds patterns on top of the lan-
guage.

The development of metaprograms is a complex task and the verification of
these programs is even more difficult. For example, even simple metric tools are known
to contain many bugs [Lincke et al., 2008]. Metaprograms for real programming lan-
guages are complex and hard to prove or test because the languages are big (more than
400 context-free grammar rules is quite normal) and their semantics are often unclear.
Apart from some notable exceptions [Leroy, 2009], proofs of correctness of metapro-
grams are not to be expected. As we will present in Section 1.1, there is no standard
verification method used to the metaprograms. So, we tried to analyze some existent
methods from different contexts to see the viability of them and focusing on the testing
process. A related kind of programs that use testing as verification are the compilers,
which can be classified as a kind of metaprogram [Aho et al., 2007]. Because of it,
some compilers’ testing techniques could be considered as alternative to the testing of
metaprograms.

The traditional test techniques based on a graph representation of a program
under test, graph coverage criteria [Ammann and Offutt, 2008], are difficult to be ap-
plied on pattern-based metaprograms (PBMP). The traditional coverage criteria on this
category, control flow coverage and data flow coverage, are difficult to be used to the
test of PBMP because the construction of a graph representation for these metapro-
grams is a complex task [Adsit and Fluet, 2014; Hills, 2014]. An important step for
these techniques is to solve constraints in a graph representation and from it define the
path to execute these constraints on the program under test. In a traditional program,
there are many constraint solvers and algorithms implemented to solve this kind of
problems [Monniaux, 2016], but for metaprograms to use the same approach is quite
challenging. One important difficulty over the use of constraint solvers with metapro-
grams is to solve constraints over patterns. To our knowledge, there is no constraint
solver project specifically with support to patterns. A possible solution can be adapt-
ing a string constraint solver [Golden and Pang, 2003] to solve pattern constraints. This
approach is not simple either because there has been little work on constraint reasoning
over strings [Kiezun et al., 2009]. To our knowledge, there is no tool that can be used
directly on the test of metaprograms built with patterns. We believe that this kind of
implementation is essential to the use of these graph related techniques on the PBMP.
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A frequently used approach to the test of compilers is the grammar-based test-
ing technique. Grammar-Based Testing [Lämmel and Schulte, 2006] is a technique which
uses a formal specification of the software input data, a context-free grammar, to gen-
erate the test data. An automatic or semi-automatic generation process can be defined
using a grammar and this process can produce valid and invalid sentences in rela-
tion to the grammar. This kind of generation process can be easily found in the liter-
ature [Boujarwah and Saleh, 1997; Kossatchev and Posypkin, 2005]. Another kind of
generation techniques is based on the semantic information related to the input lan-
guage. This semantics can be defined formally and it can be used to generate test data
for the software under test. An example of this semantics-based approach is presented
by Bazzichi and Spadafora [1982], their approach uses a context-free parametric gram-
mar to formalize the input language’s semantics and to generate the test data. There
are many techniques to generate test data automatically based on grammars [Purdom,
1972; Lämmel, 2001; Bazzichi and Spadafora, 1982; Zelenov and Zelenova, 2005; Läm-
mel and Schulte, 2006], but few of them have been proposed the automatic genera-
tion of test data using the semantic information related to the language defined by the
grammar. The first research effort related to the test based on grammars was devel-
oped with the objective of testing compilers, this group of works was directed to test
of the compilers of Cobol, Fortran and PL/1 languages [Sauder, 1962; Hanford, 1970].
These grammar-based techniques have been vastly researched and have a high matu-
rity level on the test of compilers. Because of these characteristics, the grammar-based
testing techniques are often considered for the test of metaprograms.

The grammar-based test can be applied to testing of pattern-based metapro-
grams (PBMP) by the use of their input grammar on the grammar-based test tech-
nique, a similar approach is used on the compilers’ testing. With this approach, we can
produce a test set of syntactically valid input programs that can be used to test the
PBMP [Ammann and Offutt, 2008]. The problem with this strategy is the low probabil-
ity of a test case execute a pattern related code in a PBMP. Besides the presented charac-
teristics, there is the main problem on the direct application of the grammar-based test-
ing techniques on the PBMP testing in general. The grammar-based testing techniques
were created to cover a large part of the input language used for the software under
test, for example, the use of this technique by the compilers. This grammar-based ap-
proach is conceptually ineffective to the test of PBMP in general. For metaprograms
in general, the total coverage of the input language or its grammar is not essential in
many cases. Many metaprograms are made to deal with parts of the input language
and treating only specific situations that are important to the metaprogram’s final ob-
jective [Klint et al., 2011]. For the pattern-based metaprograms, the test should be di-
rected to cover some parts of the input language, consequently only some parts of the
grammar, defined by the metaprogram implementation. For compilers, for example,
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the test has to cover a large part of the input language [Aho et al., 2007]. Thus, the
testing process of these pattern-based metaprograms should be directed to the specific
interest defined by the metaprogram under test.

Analyzing a real programming language, for example Java [Gosling et al., 2005],
we can illustrate the cost of using grammar-based techniques. For this kind of lan-
guage, the number of sentences generated by its grammar is infinite. Analyzing the
generation of the sentences for it, we have a set with 46.26 × 109 sentences only for
the sentences with a derivation tree with the maximum high of 7. We can see the same
complexity in another example, now with a simpler language defined by Lämmel and
Schulte [2006]. This language is defined by an extraction of the C# grammar only with
the arithmetical expressions defined. In this case, the number of sentences is around
883 million. The authors present some techniques to reduce the sentence set size. For
the simplest cases reducing it from millions to ten sentences. The grammar analyzed
by the authors has 21 nonterminals and 34 productions rules and the technique appli-
cation for this case produces 200,000 test cases. However, the grammar analyzed is not
complex enough to compare it with a real programming language.

As there is a lack of effective set of techniques to the testing of metaprograms,
our goal is to contribute to the test process of metaprograms. The strategy is to use
the pattern information which is related to these programs. This pattern information
could be directly coded in the metaprogram under test or even extracted from an ab-
stract specification of it. In this direction, there are two main contributions of this thesis:
the pattern-based test design process, presented in Chapter 4, and the pattern-based
coverage criteria family which support the proposed test design process, presented in
Chapter 5. These two contributions aim to improve the systematization and quality of
the overall testing process for pattern-based metaprograms.Furthermore, we believe
that the integrated use of patterns in metaprogram source-code and a testing strategy
that uses these patterns can contribute to the state of the art of the development and
testing of these metaprograms. The proposed pattern-based test design process and the
pattern-based coverage criteria can be used with pattern-based metaprograms, inde-
pendently whether those patterns are present in the source code or in any other artifact
related to this metaprogram. Our goal in this work is primarily related to the proposal
and evaluation of the pattern-based testing of hard coded pattern-based metaprograms
(i.e., when the patterns are present in the source code). However, in many points of the
proposal, it is easy to see its generalization possibilities. We try to show them through-
out the text. The detailed explanation about the motivation, goal and related research
questions are presented in Sections 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 respectively.

The pattern-based test design process proposes the necessary abstract steps to
use the pattern information associated with pattern-based metaprograms. This infor-
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mation could be hard coded on the metaprogram itself or on another artifact associated
with it. Once the pattern information is extracted, we can use one or more pattern-
based coverage criterion to test the pattern-based metaprogram. The test design pro-
cess could be used only to extract the patterns and generate the test requirement set.
Additionally, it is possible to going further and generate the test data sets that satisfy
the produced test requirement sets. The test data generation problem and an abstract
reference algorithm are defined on Chapter 4. There is no mandatory test data algo-
rithm implementation defined by the test design process, it must be defined at the
instantiation moment.

Chapter 6 presents an evaluation of the test design process and the coverage
criteria family. First, we present an instantiation of the test design process using the
coverage criteria family in a case study. This case study is related to the test of a com-
plex pattern-based metaprogram using the pattern-based coverage criteria test sets.
This pattern-based metaprogram uses the patterns hard coded into its implementa-
tion. Consequently, the metaprogram patterns can be directly used by the proposed
test design process and the pattern coverage criteria. The case study can be used as a
reference to other instantiations. The test data generation algorithm used during the
case study uses a grammar-based tool. Second, it is presented in the chapter a val-
idation of the criteria family and a comparison between the pattern-based coverage
criteria family and a grammar-based testing coverage criterion. Some considerations
about the use of both techniques together are presented too.

The pattern-based coverage criteria family is composed of four coverage crite-
ria, three of them are based on the equivalence partitioning [Myers et al., 2011] criteria
family and one of them is not. The simplest and first elaborated, which defines a re-
quirement for each pattern, was used as initial proof of concept to evaluate the viabil-
ity of the pattern-based coverage criteria and the validation method for it [Hentz et al.,
2015]. We also present a hierarchical classification of the coverage criteria in the fam-
ily. This hierarchical classification shows the main goal of the coverage criteria family
that provides different levels of rigor of the requirements and associated to each of
them a different cost to satisfy these requirements. Using these criteria, the test of the
pattern-based metaprograms can be constructed using a systematic strategy and dif-
ferent levels of rigor.

A second step in the proposal validation is the verification of the coverage cri-
teria family. The verification was made to check the effectiveness of the criteria in a
real usage situation and compare its results with other criteria based on grammar-
based testing. The results of this step are also presented on Chapter 6. The criteria were
evaluated using the mutation test technique [DeMillo et al., 1978] and uses the Rascal
language as metaprogram development language. Rascal is a development environ-
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ment which offers many features to develop metaprograms in an integrated way. The
tool offers an integrated environment to the development, execution, test and debug
of metaprograms. Besides that, Rascal provides a rich support to the pattern matching
constructions. Because of these characteristics, we use Rascal as reference on this thesis.
The choice of Rascal does not mean that the proposed work was constructed only to be
applied with this language. The pattern-based test design process can be instantiated
for any language with support to patterns and the coverage criteria family used on the
specific language, the process and the instantiation are presented on Chapter 4. The
pattern-based metaprogram under test used for the evaluation was the Rascal Type
Checker which is written in Rascal itself. For each criterion on the pattern-based fam-
ily, a related test set was generated and compared with another test set related to a
grammar-based testing criterion. The result of the mutation process was collected for
each test set, and the results are presented and discussed on the chapter.

1.1 Motivation

Metaprograms are a complex kind of software. The verification process for this kind of
program is important to help the detection of faults as soon as possible [Sheard, 2001].
Some languages are used to elaborate metaprograms and they can help the develop-
ment of this kind of programs, for example Haskell [Hudak et al., 1992a], Scala [Oder-
sky et al., 2004], TOM [Balland et al., 2007], ASF+SDF [van den Brand et al., 2001],
Maude [Clavel et al., 2003], StrategoXT [Bravenboer et al., 2008], ELAN [Borovanský
et al., 1996], Prolog [Colmerauer and Roussel, 1996] and Rascal[Klint et al., 2009, 2011].
However, none of them presents a verification strategy integrated to the development
process.

To know better the actual context of the verification process for metaprogram
projects, we have researched about it on some projects in different metaprogramming
languages. We used the Rascal, Haskell and TOM languages as a reference to look at
practical metaprogram projects in order to have an overview of the actual verification
process of the metaprograms projects. These language were used to do the research
because we could find open-source projects or publications using these languages. It is
important to note that there are few metaprogram projects. This is because the technol-
ogy is relatively new and, consequently, it is difficult to find out open source projects
or documentation about the verification process of these projects. An exception to this
situation is the case of compilers, but in our view, it is interesting to present a broader
perspective of the development project of metaprograms in general.

The first projects presented are related to the Rascal language. Three projects
were chosen using this language: Rascal Type Checker, Oberon Type Checker, and OS-
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SMETER. The Rascal type checker (RTC)1 is implemented in Rascal itself and imple-
ments the language type system. Part of this project is used as a case study on this
thesis and further information about it can be found in Section 6.2. The project uses
testing as its primary verification process, and it is based mainly on the random test-
ing using the QuickCheck [Claessen and Hughes, 2000] implementation on the Rascal
language [Klint, 2013]. Part of the testing strategy is based on the bug related test cases,
and others are based on the engineer specific knowledge. To give an idea of the size
of test set used by the language, the entire Rascal project has 3,900 test cases [Klint,
1993]. The RTC, an important component of the language implementation, has 337 test
cases 2.

The second analyzed project is the Oberon Type Checker (OTC)3. It is a type
checker for the Oberon Language [Wirth, 1988] and it is implemented in Rascal as
well. The project uses testing as verification strategy but without any specific test tech-
nique. The test cases consist of positive and negative Oberon programs to check for
specific situations. Another metaprogram project is OSSMETER4. OSSMETER is an
EU-founded research project that aims to develop a platform for monitoring the quality
of open-source software projects in general. The project uses several programming lan-
guages from different paradigms. There is a module in the project that is implemented
in Rascal5. The project uses testing as verification strategy but without any systematic
or automated effort.

The project HaRe functional6 is a refactoring tool developed in the Haskell func-
tional language. The tool implements a set of refactoring rules directed to functional
programming languages. Refactoring is about “improving the design of an existing
code”, and as such, it has been practiced as long as programs have been written [Li,
2006]. The project uses testing and formal specifications to verify its implementa-
tion [Li, 2006; Thompson et al., 2006]. The testing part is conducted using an ad-hoc
strategy without any automation. Additionally, some test cases were created from de-
tected bugs to improve the verification process.

Tom is a Java language extension designed to manipulate tree structures and
XML documents [Balland et al., 2007]. The Tom compiler7 is an example of metapro-
gram project that has been written in Tom itself and aims to compile Tom metapro-
grams. The primary verification approach on the project is testing but without a sys-

1The Rascal type checker is available on https://github.com/usethesource/rascal/blob/master/
src/org/rascalmpl/library/lang/rascal/types/. The version used as reference is 4e9cd4e.

2Based on the version 4e9cd4e of the RTC test set.
3The OTC is available on https://github.com/cwi-swat/oberon0
4The OSSMETER is available on https://github.com/ossmeter/ossmeter
5This specific part of the project is available on https://github.com/ossmeter/ossmeter/tree/dev/

metric-providers/org.ossmeter.metricprovider.trans.rascal.OO
6The HaRe project is available on https://github.com/RefactoringTools/HaRe.
7The Tom compiler project, is available on https://github.com/rewriting/tom.

https://github.com/usethesource/rascal/blob/master/src/org/rascalmpl/library/lang/rascal/types/
https://github.com/usethesource/rascal/blob/master/src/org/rascalmpl/library/lang/rascal/types/
https://github.com/cwi-swat/oberon0
https://github.com/ossmeter/ossmeter
https://github.com/ossmeter/ossmeter/tree/dev/metric-providers/org.ossmeter.metricprovider.trans.rascal.OO
https://github.com/ossmeter/ossmeter/tree/dev/metric-providers/org.ossmeter.metricprovider.trans.rascal.OO
https://github.com/RefactoringTools/HaRe
https://github.com/rewriting/tom
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tematic approach or strategy. Some bugs are coded as test cases, but the test set is
outdated in comparison with the code. At the time of the writing, the last change in
the test repository was on October 06 of 2016 (around seven months ago).

Project Meta. Language Verification Comments
Rascal Type Checker Rascal Testing Random Test, Ad-hoc test and bug re-

lated
Oberon Type Checker Rascal Testing Ad-hoc test

OSSMETER Multi-language Testing Ad-hoc test
HaRe Haskell Testing and

formal
verification

Ad-hoc test and bug related

TOM Compiler TOM and Java Testing Ad-hoc test and bug related

Table 1.1: The metaprograms projects and its verification process information.

Table 1.1 summarizes the set of projects researched and its strategies related to
the verification process. As we can see the majority of the projects uses tests as verifi-
cation strategy, but in most cases without a systematic way. This information can give
an insight into the verification process in others metaprogram projects and indicate
the necessity of improvement over the verification process for this kind of programs.
We can observe with these projects that none of them use the grammar-based and
graph related techniques. These two techniques are evaluated as possible alternatives
to the testing of metaprograms. This observation can be justified by many facts, but
we do not investigate the motivation behind that. We believe that the high complexity
of metaprograms [Sheard, 2001] and, consequently, the complexity of verify these pro-
grams contributes to it. So, we believe that providing a systematic testing process for
the metaprograms is essential and beneficial.

1.2 The Thesis Goal

In general, metaprograms do not use a systematic approach to conduct a verification
process. Many metaprogram projects use testing as verification strategy, but they do
not use it with a specific approach. We believe that a test technique to support the
testing process for the pattern-based metaprograms is a relevant contribution to the
improvement of these programs. Patterns represent part of the semantics of these
metaprograms, and they contribute to the testing of those metaprograms. Thus, the
primary goal of this thesis is to contribute with a technique that uses pattern informa-
tion related to the software under test, the pattern-based metaprograms, to generate
test datasets and improve its test process. With this objective, the thesis proposes a new
software test design process and a coverage criteria family both based on the pattern
matching mechanism.

To achieve the goal, we define a set of subgoals related to it. Which are:
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– Propose a test design process based on patterns to test pattern-based metapro-
grams;

– Propose a coverage criteria family based on patterns to support the process;

– Instantiate the process and use the coverage family to test a complex pattern-
based metaprogram project and evaluate its results;

– Compare the results from the proposed coverage criteria family with the
grammar-based coverage criteria.

1.3 The Hypotheses and Research Questions

In this section, based on the primary goal of the thesis, we are going to propose two
hypotheses. The first hypothesis is related to the viability of using the pattern informa-
tion to test pattern-based metaprograms. The second is related to the verification of a
test process and techniques based on patterns in combination with the grammar-based
testing techniques to the test of metaprograms. At the end of the section, we present a
summary with the relation between the hypotheses and the research questions defined.

1.3.1 Hypothesis 1

In general, the metaprograms do not use a systematic approach to the verification pro-
cess. As presented earlier, the projects that use tests as verification do not use it with a
specific approach. Some testing strategies can be used to verify metaprograms, but the
most natural of them is grammar-based testing. This technique has a limitation on its
direct use with metaprograms, the cost of use is high in general. So, a test technique
based on the metaprograms’ characteristic of use specific parts of the input language
could be used as differential over the use of a large part of the input language, as usual
in the grammar-based techniques. Furthermore, the pattern information used in the
development of these metaprograms can be a source of information from where these
language parts can be identified and used. With this scenario in mind, our first research
hypothesis is related to the test of metaprograms using the related pattern information
about them.

Hypothesis 1. The test design based on pattern information from pattern-based metaprograms
contributes to the quality of the testing of these programs.

The hypothesis asserts that pattern-based metaprograms can be tested using
the related pattern information to improve the metaprogram testing. Our strategy to
verify this hypothesis is to create a systematic approach to use the pattern information
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related to the metaprograms. A coverage criteria family is proposed to provide a sys-
tematic approach to the patterns usage because it is a standard approach to conduct a
testing strategy to programs in general. The pattern-based coverage criteria family is
used to verify the cost and quality of the test set that satisfies these criteria. With his
coverage family, we can have different levels of rigor for the metaprograms under test.
So, using it, we can evaluate different levels of expected cost and quality related to the
Hypothesis 1.

A test design process with the pattern information as main concern was pro-
posed to systematize and support the presented approach. These two proposals are
used to verify the hypothesis and the goal. The first step is to instantiate the test de-
sign process to verify its viability and the major threats to its use. In the end, if we
show that the coverage family can contribute to the overall quality of the testing of
metaprograms then the hypothesis is considered verified. However, we cannot dis-
card the pattern-based test strategy if those proposals do not provide enough positive
information about the use of these patterns for the test of metaprograms. In this case,
the justification could be based on the chosen approach to use the patterns.

To help the investigation of the viability of a pattern-based test technique, we
propose a set of research questions to evaluate the cost and quality of the proposed
coverage criteria family. Furthermore, these questions also help to give us more infor-
mation about the viability of the use of pattern information on the test of the metapro-
grams. The first research question is defined below.

Research Question 1: Can the test design based on pattern information from pattern-based
metaprograms contribute to the quality of the testing of these programs?

This first research question is related to the investigation of the pattern infor-
mation capacity of being used during a systematic test process and if there is a gain to
the quality of the pattern-based metaprogram under test. The proposed strategy to an-
swer this question is presenting an example of a systematic approach using the pattern
information to the testing of these metaprograms.

Research Question 2: Is the cost of the generation of a test set using the pattern information
to the test of a pattern-based metaprogram acceptable?

With the Research Question 2, we evaluate the cost related to the generation
of a test set to be used during the test of a pattern-based metaprogram. This question
is important because if the cost is too high, it could make the approach unfeasible. An
acceptable cost can be understood as a subjective goal, but in this case, we are using the
cost related mainly to the number of test cases generated using the coverage criteria
family. The size of the test set, the number of test cases in the set, is mainly related
to two cost aspects: the generation cost and the test set execution cost. The former is
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related to the time and space used by the generation algorithm. The latter is related
to the execution time of the test set using the metaprogram under test. In our work,
we evaluated only the generation cost and it is used as cost variable in the rest of
the text, but we know that the execution cost would also be affected by the test set
size. Each proposed coverage criteria family has to be satisfied by its related test set.
Another important aspect of cost variable is its comparison with the cost related to the
grammar-based testing techniques. With it, we can check if there was a cost reduction
when the pattern-based test was used over the traditional grammar-based ones.

Research Question 3 is related to the quality of the test sets produced using
the pattern-based coverage criteria. This quality variable measures the capacity of the
generated test set on the improvement of the pattern-based metaprogram quality.

Research Question 3: Is the quality of the generated test set using the pattern information
to the test of a pattern-based metaprogram acceptable?

The question is important because it can present results related to the quality of
the proposed technique. This question can be difficult to measure because the quality is
a subjective property. To mitigate this aspect, we will use the number of faults detected
by the test cases as a quality indicator to measure this variable. Another effort in this
direction is to use the results obtained from the grammar-based test technique applied
to the same evaluation environment. This process provides the information to compare
the proposed test strategy with the grammar-based one and give us a relative quality
indicator.

An important characteristic of a coverage criteria family is the flexibility of
rigor [Ammann and Offutt, 2008; Zhu et al., 1997]. With it, a different level of rigor
is associated with each criterion and its test set can be used in an appropriate situation.
The choice between the different levels can be based on cost restrictions, quality goals
or both. The next research question defines if the proposed pattern-based coverage
criteria family provides this kind of flexibility.

Research Question 4: Does the pattern-based coverage criteria family allow a flexibility of
rigor on the testing of pattern-based metaprograms?

Different levels of rigor are associated with the proposed pattern-based cover-
age criteria family. Each of these levels has an associated complexity and quality. In
our proposal, the former is based on the test set generation process, and the latter is
based on the number of faults detected by the associated test set. With those levels, we
can control the testing when applied to a pattern-based metaprogram. An important
relation between two coverage criteria is subsumption. Subsumption is a relation that
verifies the capacity of two criteria to be satisfied by a test set [Ammann and Offutt,
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2008] 8. The levels of rigor associated with our coverage criteria family can be ordered
using the subsumption relation. So, our strategy to answer Research Question 4 is to
show that there is a subsumption relation for the proposed coverage criteria family.

The research questions presented in this section are related to the technical vi-
ability of the proposed coverage criteria family and consequently, the test based on
patterns. We believe that answering these questions we can verify the Hypothesis 1
and present more information about the test of metaprograms based on patterns.

1.3.2 Hypothesis 2

A second hypothesis is proposed to verify the use of a pattern-based testing in conjunc-
tion with the traditional grammar-based testing to increase the quality of the testing of
pattern-based metaprograms. First, the hypothesis is presented and after its research
question is also presented.

Hypothesis 2. The combination of pattern-based and grammar-based testing contributes to
increase the quality of the testing of pattern-based metaprograms.

The Hypothesis 2 has only one research question, and it is presented below.

Research Question 5: What is the gain on quality, if any, for the use of the test sets from
pattern-based and grammar-based criteria together in relation to the use of each of them indi-
vidually?

The Hypothesis 2 is related to the use of both techniques to check if this combi-
nation improves the quality of testing for a pattern-based metaprogram. Our strategy
to verify this hypothesis is the creation of two test sets, one satisfying a pattern-based
criterion and another satisfying a grammar-based criterion, and use their union on the
evaluation infrastructure. This resulted test set is used to verify its quality and compare
its results with each of them individually. The quality variable is the number of faults
detected by the resulting test set in the same way of the Hypothesis 1. The infrastruc-
ture is the same that was created on the verification process for the Hypothesis 1.

Using the results obtained from Research Question 3 as a reference, this ques-
tion investigate the increase in quality that the combined use of the test sets produces
on the testing of metaprograms. For this question, the same quality metric is used, and
the test sets are obtained from the investigation of previous research questions. We
used different criteria to generate the test sets that present results from different levels
of rigor. With the information from this question, we can know better if there is a gain
on the use of these two testing techniques together. Furthermore, we can check if the

8The precise definition of the subsumption can be found in Chapter 2.
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quality gain of use it is relevant or marginal. The cost of use both techniques were not
investigated in detail because it always is higher than the use one of them isolated.

1.4 Contributions

As it has been presented, metaprograms do not use a systematic approach for the verifi-
cation process in general. Many projects use testing as verification strategy, but they do
not use it with a specific approach. A natural option to introduce a systematic approach
to the testing of metaprograms is the grammar-based testing, but this technique has a
limitation related to its cost usage with metaprograms in general. So, a test technique
based on patterns can be used as differential over the grammar-based techniques.

Our goal is to contribute to the test process of pattern-based metaprograms.
The proposed strategy is to use the pattern information used in these metaprograms
to provide a systematic way of testing them. In this direction, there are two main con-
tributions of this thesis: the pattern-based test design process, presented in Chapter 4,
and the pattern-based coverage criteria family which support the proposed test design
process, presented in Chapter 5. These two contributions aim to improve the system-
atization and quality of the overall testing process for pattern-based metaprograms.

The first contribution is the pattern-based test design process. This process
proposes the abstract steps necessary to use the pattern information associated with
metaprograms. Once the pattern information is extracted, we can use one or more
pattern-based coverage criteria to test the metaprogram. The process could be used
only to extract the patterns and generate the test requirement set or going further and
generate the test set that satisfies the requirement set.

The second contribution is the pattern-based coverage criteria family, and it is
composed by four coverage criteria, where three of them are based on the equiva-
lence partitioning criteria family. These criteria have a hierarchical classification, this
classification shows the primary goal of the coverage criteria family that is to provide
different levels of rigor of the requirements. Using these criteria is possible to choose
a set of test related to a criterion with a specific level of rigor. In this way, the test of
the pattern-based metaprograms can be constructed using a systematic strategy and
different levels of rigor.

1.5 Thesis Overview

The presentation of this work is divided into four parts: the theoretical foundation,
pattern-based test design process, the coverage criteria family and the evaluation pro-
cess. The first part of the document is related to the theoretical foundation. This part
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starts with the foundation related to the software test process, it is presented in Chap-
ter 2. This chapter presents a necessary background to define the test design process
and the coverage family. To define the family of coverage criteria, the pattern matching
technique was used, and it is presented in Chapter 3. The concept of pattern matching
and the Rascal metaprogramming language are presented in the chapter.

The pattern-based test design process is presented in Chapter 4. The process
components and considerations over its instantiation are presented. The pattern-based
coverage criteria family that supports the test design process is presented in Chapter 5.
Furthermore, the subsumption relation is presented in the same chapter.

The test design and coverage family evaluation process are presented at Chap-
ter 6. In this chapter, we present a case study using the test design process to show the
instantiation of the process and a comparison between the pattern-based coverage cri-
teria and grammar-based is presented. A systematic review is presented in Chapter 7
and it presents the research works related to the thesis subject. Finally, the conclusion
and considerations about the thesis hypotheses are made in Chapter 8. Furthermore,
the possible extensions related to the presented work are shown.
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Software Test

The test activity can be defined as an evaluation of a software by its execution with
predefined input values, the observation of its execution and the results obtained [Am-
mann and Offutt, 2008]. However, the tests are not capable to prove the absence of er-
rors [Dahl et al., 1972]. Consequently, the tests cannot be used as formal proof of the
software correction [Beizer, 1990]. In fact, they collaborate to increase the level of reli-
ability on the software when it plays its specified functions. Thus, the effectiveness of
the software test is directly related to its capacity to detect errors with a minimal effort
and time [Ammann and Offutt, 2008; Pressman, 2001].

Given a program P to be under test, some terms necessaries are defined using
this program. The input domain, D(P ), is the set of all possible values that P can re-
ceive as input; an input data are elements from the input domain and represent values
which P can receive as input for its execution. The input data term also can be named
as test case value [Ammann and Offutt, 2008] or test data [Delamaro et al., 2007]. Input
data can be denoted by d ∈ D(P ); test case is an ordered pair where the first element
belongs to the input domain and the second is the result that will be produced when
executing the test if and only if the program satisfies its expected behavior for that in-
put data, this result is called expected result [Ammann and Offutt, 2008]; the test cases
are defined as CT = {(d, s) | d ∈ D(P ) ∧ s ∈ S(P (d))}, such as S(P (d)) represents the
set of possible results for the execution of P with a specific input data d [Delamaro
et al., 2007]. The set of test cases can be called as test set.

The execution of the software under test using a test case is called test case exe-
cution. During the test case execution, the information specified by the input data are
used as input and the expected result is used in the verification of the produced out-
put. The test case success or failure is decided using a test oracle. Thus, the test oracle is
used to verify the relation between the output produced by the test case execution and
the expected result specified in the test case. In general, the mechanism for the oracle
implementation should be external to the software under test [Ammann and Offutt,
2008; Agarwal et al., 2010].

15
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The previous definition of the main goal to test activity used the term “error” to
represent any kind of problem in the software under test. However, this term presents
variations on its meaning based on the source of the problem. Consequently, the term
needs a precise definition for a better understanding of the test activity and the prob-
lems related to the software under test. The fault is the term used to characterize a
wrong or absent step, process or definition in the software. A fault can propagate many
changes in the internal execution states of the software. These unexpected changes are
defined as error. In general, the errors present as consequence a visible change in the
expected software response, these changes are defined as failures [Delamaro et al.,
2007; Ammann and Offutt, 2008].

The test process should be executed during all the software development
phases. For each phase exists a test task related that should be executed. This relation
between the development process and the test activity is called the “V” model. On this
model, the test activity is broken into 5 steps and each of them should be elaborated
in conjunction with a related phase of the development process [Ammann and Offutt,
2008].

Requirement
Analysis

Architectural
Design

Subsystem
Design

Design Detailed

Implementation

Acceptance Test

System Test

Integration Test

Module Test

Unit Test

Figure 2.1: Software development activities and levels based on the model “V”.
Adapted from [Ammann and Offutt, 2008]

Figure 2.1 presents all model levels. Each project development phase is defined
in the figure by a rectangle (presented on the left side) and the respective test level that
should be elaborated with it (following the dotted arrow on the right side). When the
tests have been elaborated then they should be executed from bottom to top, as it is
indicated by the right lateral arrows on the figure.

Independently of the levels that are used on the test activity, it is necessary
an elaboration of a test project. The test project encompasses since the planning level
until the evaluation of results obtained during the execution of test process. The test
plan will be the guide to conduct the entire test process. Its purpose is to describe the
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scope, approach, resources, and schedule of the testing activities. Another important
activity is the test design, it is responsible to identify a set of features to be tested and to
describe a group of test cases that will adequately test those features[Copeland, 2004].
Based on Sommerville [2003], the test process can be divided on the following steps:

– Project the test cases;

– Prepare the input data;

– Execute the test cases;

– Compare the execution results and expected results.

The test case project step is the moment to elaborate and organize the test cases.
The next step is related to the elaboration of the input data using an existing test tech-
nique, like black box and white box testing. The black box testing techniques are those
that use a representation or a specification of the software under test to elaborate the
test cases. The white box testing techniques are those that use the implementation of
the software under test as source of information to derive the test cases. In general, this
classification is used to categorize the software testing techniques[Beizer, 1990; Myers
et al., 2011; Copeland, 2004; Sommerville, 2003; Pressman, 2001], but there are different
classification systems proposed currently, for example the one presented by Ammann
and Offutt [2008].

The purpose of the test case specification is to specify in detail each test case
listed in the test design specification[Copeland, 2004]. But this detail level, sometimes,
is not detailed enough to execute the test case using the software under test. Conse-
quently, some authors introduce two abstractions levels related to the level of detail
of test cases: abstract test case and concrete test case. The abstract test case has the
main information about the situation that it should cover but it is not executable. The
concrete test case is a refinement of the abstract ones with the additional information
to execute it using the software under test [Utting and Legeard, 2007; Hierons et al.,
2009].

With the test restrictions related to an exhaustive evaluation, it is very important
the elaboration of a test case set that detect a high quantity of faults in the software
under test. Furthermore, this test set should be small to reduce the quantity of needed
resources during the test execution be limited. Therefore, the careful elaboration of the
test cases for the project is essential. Given the importance of the generation, selection
and effective evaluation of the test cases, many coverage criteria have been elaborated
to provide a systematic and rigorous way to select the test cases aiming to the faults
discovering. Furthermore, these criteria have to carry in consideration the time and
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cost restrictions associated to the test project [Pfleeger, 2001].

A fundamental point of the test project is the choice of test cases which are used
to the test process. This choice is known as test adequacy criterion. This concept was
defined initially by Goodenough and Gerhart [1975]. Based on the authors, a test ade-
quacy criterion is a logic predicate that defines which properties of a program should
be exercised for it to be considered as tested, therefore it affirms that the well-done
evaluation of these properties guarantees the absence of faults on the software un-
der test. This conclusion is grounded on the satisfaction of the reliability and validity
requirements. However, after the establishment of these criteria was recognized that
there is no test adequacy criterion that has these two previous requirements and it is
computationally feasible at same time [Howden, 1975]. Consequently, the focus of the
research about adequacy criteria was changed from a search for theoretical criteria to
the practical criteria that could be applied using approximations [Zhu et al., 1997].

The test adequacy criterion can be lead by two approaches: test case selection
criterion and test data adequacy criterion. The first has a goal of defining the rules to
select the test cases which satisfy the criterion. Through this approach, the test cases’
definition can be accomplished in a constructive way. Thus, it is possible to construct
algorithms capable to produce test cases that satisfy the selected criterion. The second
approach, the test data adequacy criterion, acts as an evaluation to the test set in order
to determine how much it satisfies the criterion [Zhu et al., 1997]. Through this last
approach, the test set is built by an external process and the criterion is used to evaluate
the level of satisfaction of that set in relation to the criterion.

There is a newer nomenclature to the terms test adequacy criterion, test case se-
lection criterion, and test data adequacy criterion. Currently, this nomenclature is more
used in the software testing field. The test adequacy criteria term is called coverage
criteria, the test case selection criteria is called generators, and the test data adequacy
criteria as recognizers [Ammann and Offutt, 2008; Budd, 1981]. Bearing in mind the
simplicity of this nomenclature, these terms going to be used instead of the originals.

Give a test requirement set TR to a given coverage criterion C, the test set T
satisfies C if and only if for all test requirement tr in TR there is a test case t in T
such as t satisfies tr [Ammann and Offutt, 2008]. The satisfaction relation between
the criterion and the test set is denoted by C � T .

Definition 2.1 (Coverage)

This work uses the coverage criterion definition presented by Ammann and
Offutt [2008]. In this definition the authors used the concept of test requirement to
define a specific characteristic of the software artifact which the test case should satisfy
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or cover. In this way, a coverage criterion is a rule or a set of rules that imposes the test
requirement satisfaction to the test set [Ammann and Offutt, 2008].

There are some situations that a coverage criterion cannot be satisfied com-
pletely. In this way, it is necessary the definition of a gradual evaluation that satisfies
the test cases in relation to the coverage criterion. This kind of evaluation can be de-
fined by the concept of coverage level.

Given a test requirement set TR and a test set T , the coverage level is the pro-
portion between the number of satisfied test requirements and the size of TR [Am-
mann and Offutt, 2008].

Definition 2.2 (Coverage Level)

Two distinct coverage criterion can be compared in relation to their capacity
to be satisfied by a test set. Therefore, when a coverage criterion subsumes another
criterion, the test set that satisfies the first also satisfies the second ones. Thus, it defines
an order over the criteria similar the inclusion on the set theory [Weiss, 1989]. This
concept is precisely defined below:

A coverage criterion C1 subsumes the coverage C2 if and only if all test set that
satisfy C1 also satisfy C2 [Ammann and Offutt, 2008]. In this text, the symbol ⊆ will
be used to represent this relation between the coverage criteria. We can formalize
the relation as:

C2 ⊆ C1 ≡ ∀T • C1 � T ⇒ C2 � T.

Definition 2.3 (Coverage Subsumption)

2.1 Equivalence Partition

The equivalence partition technique assumes that it is possible to classify the input
data of the software under test and uses the classes to reduce the number of test cases
used during the testing. The premise of the technique is that one class represents all
possible input data of the software. Consequently, the capacity of detecting a fault is
the same among all elements of the same class. The set of classes should represent all
the input space for a software under test and each of these classes must be mutually
exclusive. Each of these categories is called equivalence class [Myers et al., 2011].

The equivalence classes also are called blocks. These blocks will partition the
software input domain. Furthermore, the union of all blocks identified for a program
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should cover the software input domain. For each pair of blocks, there is no common
element between them. Thus, all block’s pairs are disjoint [Ammann and Offutt, 2008].

There is another important point beyond the partition identification and blocks
choosing: the combination of pairs from the blocks. This combination is defined by
a criterion combination and it allows to test a combination between elements from
different blocks [Ammann and Offutt, 2008].

Using combination criteria is possible to define a set of coverage criteria asso-
ciated to each combination strategy. These coverage criteria can be used to generate
a test set and it could be used to test the software. During this project we used the
following coverage criteria based on equivalence partition technique: all combinations,
each choice and pair-wise. The first of them is the ideal to cover all possible combina-
tions of the software input, but in practical situations the cost to test all combinations
is too high. For example, if we use a four block partition for a software with three input
parameters, the all combinations requires 4× 4× 4 = 64 test requirements.

All combinations of blocks from all characteristics must be used by the test set [Am-
mann and Offutt, 2008].

Criterion 2.1 (All Combinations)

This criterion defines the total combination between the blocks. For example,
if we have three partitions with blocks [A,B], [1, 2, 3] and [x, y], then the criterion will
need the following twelve tests:

(A, 1, x) (B, 1, x)

(A, 1, y) (B, 1, y)

(A, 2, x) (B, 2, x)

(A, 2, y) (B, 2, y)

(A, 3, x) (B, 3, x)

(A, 3, y) (B, 3, y)

The number of test requirements for this criterion will be the product of the
number of blocks for each partition. The size of the test requirement set, |TR|, for this
criterion can be defined as:

|TR| =
n∏

i=1

|Bpi |. (2.1)

Where |Bpi | is the size of block for the partition pi and n the number of parti-
tions [Ammann and Offutt, 2008]. For the all combination criterion, in particular, the
number of test requirements and the number of test input data are the same. Because
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the elevated number of requirements generated by this criterion, it is interesting to de-
fine a combination criterion that combines the blocks generating fewer requirements
and without losing some interesting requirements cases. The following coverage crite-
rion requires that we combine each block at least once.

An element from each block of each characteristic must be used in at least one
test case [Ammann and Offutt, 2008].

Criterion 2.2 (Each Choice)

Each choice criterion guarantees that will be a test requirement representing
each on of the blocks defined by the there partitioning. The number of requirements
for this criterion is defined as:

|TR| =
n∑

i=1

|Bpi |. (2.2)

The minimal number of test cases to satisfy the each choice criterion require-
ments will be |TS| =

n
max
i=1
|Bpi |, where “max” represents the maximum number of

blocks for all partitions [Ammann and Offutt, 2008]. Using the same blocks as be-
fore, [A,B], [1, 2, 3], and [x, y], one example of test data that can satisfies the criterion is
(A, 1, x), (B, 2, y), and (A, 3, x). For this example, the |TS| = 3 and |TR| = 7.

The blocks [A,B] and [1, 2, 3]

(A, 1) (A, 2) (A, 3)
(B, 1) (B, 2) (B, 3)

The blocks [1, 2, 3] and [x, y]

(1, x) (1, y) (2, x)
(2, y) (3, x) (3, y)

The blocks [A,B] and [x, y]

(A, x) (A, y) (B, x)
(B, y)

Table 2.1: The test requirement set for the pair-wise coverage for the example case.

A disadvantage of each choice criterion is not combine elements between the
blocks, so the next criterion requires explicit combinations of each block values. The
pair-wise criterion defines requirements to combine all the blocks two by two. This
combination strategy has as a goal to detect double mode faults (if there is a consistent
problem when specific levels of two software’s parameters occur together) [Pressman,
2001]. There are some empirical results show that pair-wise testing is practical and
effective for various types of software systems [Cohen et al., 1996, 1997, 1994].
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An element from each block from each characteristic must be combined with an-
other element from every block for each other characteristic [Ammann and Offutt,
2008].

Criterion 2.3 (Pair-Wise)

The number of test cases for it will be at least |TS| = (
n

max
i=1
|Bpi |)× (

n
max

j=1,j 6=i
|Bpj |),

where “max” represents the maximum number of blocks for all partitions and j 6=
i represents the second “max” size from all blocks [Ammann and Offutt, 2008]. The
number of requirements to cover the criterion is defined by

|TR| =
n−1∑
i=1

(|Bpi | × |Bpi+1
|) + . . .+ (|Bpi | × |Bpn|). (2.3)

Using the same example of three partitions with the blocks [A,B], [1, 2, 3], and
[x, y], then the criterion will need sixteen test requirements to cover the combinations
and these are show in Table 2.1. With the size of requirement set as |TR| = 16 and
|TS| = 6 for the minimal possible test set size. The pair-wise coverage criterion al-
lows the same test case to satisfy more than one unique test requirements. So the re-
quirements presented on the Table 2.1 can be combined and satisfied in several ways,
including:

(A, 1, x) (B, 1, x)

(A, 2, y) (B, 2, y)

(A, 3, x) (B, 3, x)

(A,−, y) (B,−, y)

The test cases with the “−” symbol mean that any block can be used to replace it.
There are several algorithms published to satisfy the pair-wise criterion [Czerwonka,
2016]. Nevertheless, the problem of generating a minimum pair-wise test set is NP-
complete [Lei and Tai, 1998].

2.2 Grammar-Based Testing

As presented by Ammann and Offutt [2008], the most important characteristic to de-
fine a coverage criterion is the abstraction it uses. The focus of this work is to test
pattern-based metaprograms and they have many related characteristics with compil-
ers. The natural choice to test compilers is grammar-based testing. This testing tech-
nique uses a context-free grammar to describe the software input syntax and from it
create the test cases. The test data generation build using this technique is not new.
The first effort in this direction was made to improve the quality of testing process of
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compilers. The pioneer on the use of this technique was Sauder [1962], he presented a
test data generator to improve the testing process of a COBOL compiler implemented
by Air Force Logistics Command.

The grammar-based coverage criteria are defined using context-free grammars.
Therefore, we need a precise definition of a context-free grammar.

A context-free grammar G is a 4-tuple (N, T, P, S) where:

– N is a finite set of nonterminals;

– T is a finite set of terminals;

– P is a finite subset of N × (T ∪N)∗ called production rules;

– S ∈ N is the initial symbol.

Definition 2.4 (Context-Free Grammar )

An alphabet, denoted by Σ, is a finite set of symbols which will be used to com-
pose the strings. A string is a finite sequence of symbol from the alphabet. The symbol
λ represents an empty string. The context-free grammar can be used as a string parser
or generation mechanism. A set of possible operations associated to strings is pre-
sented on the Table 2.2. The sets Σ+ and Σ∗ represent, respectively, the set of all strings
formed by one or more symbols and the set of strings formed by zero or more sym-
bols. A grammar G defines a formal language L(G) that represents the set of strings
generated by the grammar G. A string that belongs to the formal language is denoted
sentence [Rozenberg and Salomaa, 1997].

Operation Notation Description Example
Length |x| Number of symbols of a string |abc| = 3, |λ| = 0
Concatenation xy If x and y are strings then xy is also

a string
Let x = aab and y = caa, xy =
aabcaa

Substring Q is a sub-
string of R

There are strings P1 and P2 such
that R = P1QP2

a is a substring of abbcad

Power xn, n ∈ N Repeat the string x by n times a2 = aa, ab3 = ababab
Index xi, i ∈ N Return the ith symbol in the string

x
Let x = abc, then x0 = λ, x1 =
a, x2 = b

Direct
Derivation

α′ ⇒ β′ α′ is directly derived to β′ iff there
are α1, α2, α, β ∈ (N ∪ T )∗, such
that α′ = α1αα2, β

′ = α1βα2 and
α→ β belongs to P

aAa⇒ aba, when A→ b ∈ P

Derivation R⇒∗ Q R derives Q iff R0 ⇒ R1 ⇒ . . . Rk

and R0 = R,Rk = Q
aAa ⇒∗ aba, if there is a se-
quence of directed derivations
aAa⇒ aBa⇒ aba

Table 2.2: Context-free grammar related operations.

With the definition of context-free grammars we can define the coverage criteria
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based on its elements. The coverage criterion presented by the Definition 2.4 is called
terminal symbol coverage and it defines that all terminals symbols in the grammar must
be cover by the test set.

A test requirement set TR must have one test requirement tr for each terminal
symbol t in the grammar G [Ammann and Offutt, 2008].

Criterion 2.4 (Terminal Symbol Coverage)

The second criterion is the production coverage and it defines that all productions
rules in the grammar must be used by the test set.

A test requirement set TR must have one test requirement tr for each production
rule p of the grammar G [Ammann and Offutt, 2008].

Criterion 2.5 (Production Coverage)

If a test set satisfies the production coverage criterion then the test set also sat-
isfies the terminal coverage criteria. This happens because if all production rules are
used in the test set then all terminals are consequently used also. Consequently, there
is a subsumption relation between these two criteria. A criterion based on the gram-
mar derivations is presented on the Definition 2.6. A test set that satisfies it must have
sentences that use all possible grammar derivations [Ammann and Offutt, 2008].

A test requirement set TR must have one test requirement tr for each derivable
string from the grammar G [Ammann and Offutt, 2008].

Criterion 2.6 (Derivation Coverage)

While the terminal and production coverage criteria need a relative small test
set, the derivation coverage criterion is impossible to be satisfied in the majority of
cases. Thus, variations of these criteria are used [Lämmel and Schulte, 2006; Hoffman
et al., 2011; Moreira et al., 2013] aiming to restrict the size of the test set through the
application of these restrictions over the derivations.

2.3 Mutation Testing

Mutation testing was created on the 70s at Yale University and Georgia Institute of Tech-
nology. It has a strong relation with the classic method for logic error detection in digital
circuits, it is based on the test model of unique fail. The technique principle is to use a
set of programs with small changes called mutants. These programs are obtained from
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the original program under test and those mutants are used to evaluate how much the
test cases are suitable to the test of the program under [DeMillo et al., 1978; Ammann
and Offutt, 2008].

There are two fundamental hypotheses that sustain the mutation test proposed
by DeMillo et al. [1978]: the competent programmer hypothesis and the coupling effect hy-
pothesis. The former assume that expert programmers write correct programs or pro-
grams real close to correct ones. Thus, the faults are added in the programs by small
syntactic deviations that change its semantic but without compromise the compilation.
The latter hypothesis assumes that complex faults are related to the simply ones. Thus,
it is expected that the test set which will be capable of reveal the presence of those orig-
inal faults also is capable of reveal the more complex ones. Using those two hypothesis
to improve the test set used on the program under test, we identify common syntactic
deviations and these are inserted on the program under test using single and small
transformations on its code. With this, the original test set should detect these small
transformations and improve its quality at the end of the process.

According to DeMillo et al. [1978], the mutation method should be used inter-
actively following the steps:

1. A program under test P and a set tests T are provided to the process;

2. First, the mutation process executes the original program P using the test set T
to verify P in relation to T ;

3. If P does not pass on the tests defined in T then the process is stopped and P

contains a fault that must be corrected;

4. If P does pass on the tests using T then new programs P1, P2, . . . , Pk are derived
from P . These new programs are called program mutations;

5. If the execution result of a mutation Pi using a test case from T will be different
from the result obtained from P then the mutant is said to be killed by the test
set T . Thus, meaning that the fail injected in P by the mutation process was
detected by T ;

6. If the execution result of the mutation Pi be the same of P then the mutation is
said to be alive. This situation could be caused by two possibilities: P is equiva-
lent to the Pi or the test set T was not capable to detect the fault inserted.

At the end of the process, if all mutations are dead or equivalent then the test
set is adequate to the test of the program. Furthermore, if the test set cannot detect
a mutation, the test set should be improved and the mutation process should be ex-
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ecuted again with the improved test set. The mutation score is a proportion between
the total of mutations created and the non-equivalent ones [Ammann and Offutt, 2008].
The mutation technique provides an objective measure of the confidence level to the
adequacy of the analyzed test set [DeMillo et al., 1988].

2.3.1 Mutation Operators

The mutation technique efficacy is directly related to the faults injected to the program
during the process. Each kind of fault injected into the program is called mutation
operators. Consequently, the mutation operators used during the mutation process is
crucial. The set of operators to be used during the process can be guided by the fol-
lowing important characteristics: (1) the fault coverage, if we have a test set T that is
adequate to a program P in relation to generated mutations then it should reveal the
many as possible number of errors in P ; and (2) the application cost, it should be af-
fordable since the cost of operator application and the number of mutations produced
could be high [DeMillo et al., 1988].

In general, the mutation operators are constructed aiming at two goals: to in-
troduce simple syntactic changes with base on typical errors made by programmers,
and to force some test objectives, for example execute a decision point on the execu-
tion flux of a program. The application of a mutation operator can generate more than
one mutant. It happens because if a program contains many elements that are in the
domain of some mutation operator then this operator should be applied to each one of
them [Offutt et al., 1996].

The mutation operator can be classified with base on the faults that they repre-
sent. This classification can help on the operator choice process to use on the applica-
tion of the mutation technique. The classification can be used to select and to archive a
representation level to a mutation operator set, it also can help to reduce the operator
number of that set. Thereby, the application cost for the technique can be reduced. The
classification presented on the Table 2.3 is based on mutation operators for imperative
programming languages and it was proposed by Andrews et al. [2005].

Class Description
1 Replace an integer constant by 0,1,-1, C+1, C-1
2 Replace an arithmetical, relational, logic, bitwise logic,

increment decrement or arithmetical attribution opera-
tor by other operator of the same class

3 Negate the decision expression into conditional
structures:if e while

4 Remove instructions

Table 2.3: A classification to the mutation operators based on imperative languages.

Following that classification, we select the operators listed on the Table 2.4 to the
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use on this work. This selection was made with the objective of choose some operators
of each one of the classes. Furthermore, the selection considers the operators that will
be more impact over the fault detection based on the work presented by Offutt et al.
[1996].

Identifier Name Class Description
ABS Absolute value insertion 2 Each arithmetic expression is modified us-

ing the absolute values:negative, positive
and zero

AOR Arithmetic operator replacement 2 Each occurrence of one arithmetical opera-
tors is changed to each of the other opera-
tors of the same category

ROR Relational operator replacement 2 Each occurrence of one relational operator
is changed to each of the other operators
and the absolutes values true and false

COR Conditional operator replacement 2 Each occurrence of each logical operator
is changed each of the other operators of
the same category and the absolutes values
true and false, and left operator or the right
one

ASR Assignment operator replacement 2 Each occurrence of one of the assignment
operators is changed to each of the other
operators of the same category

UOI Unary operator insertion 2 e 3 Each occurrence of the unary operator is in-
serted before each compatible expression of
the same type

SVR Scalar variable replacement 1 Each variable reference is changed by other
variable of the compatible type

BSR Bomb statement replacement 4 Each statement is replaced by a special
bomb function

Table 2.4: Mutation operators based on imperative languages.
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Pattern Matching Theory

Pattern matching is an interesting feature to be applied during the development of
metaprograms. The pattern matching provides a simple mechanism that can be used
to describe specific patterns over the metaprogram’s input language. This feature can
simplify the development of the metaprograms. An example is a metaprogram that
needs to treat specific patterns in the metaprogram’s input program, for example, the
treatment of a specific keyword in this program. This kind of simplification was used
in the metaprogram’s implementation for the Cyclomatic Complexity(CC) [McCabe,
1976] for Java programs [Landman et al., 2014] (This metaprogram implementation
example is presented in Listing 3.8).

From the formal stand point, in general, pattern matching is defined as given
two terms p and s, determine if there is a substitution σ such as σ(p) = s. The term
p is called pattern and s is the subject [Baader and Nipkow, 1998]. Additionally, it is
necessary to define which terms are possible to be attributed to p and s. The pattern
term p will be defined using a pattern language and the subject term s using a object
language. The object language represents the set of terms that a pattern can be applied
to. The pattern language is composed by the terms from the object language and others
to provides pattern features, like variables and operators.

Many programming languages and libraries offer the pattern matching re-
source that can be used during the development of regular programs, for example,
Haskell [Hudak et al., 1992b], Scala [Odersky et al., 2004] and TOM [Balland et al.,
2007]. Metaprograms specialized environments also offer the pattern matching re-
source as an option on the developing of the metaprograms, some examples are
ASF+SDF [van den Brand et al., 2001], StrategoXT [Bravenboer et al., 2008] and Ras-
cal[Klint et al., 2009, 2011]. During the text we call a programming language that has
the pattern matching resource as pattern based language.

For the metaprograms context, the object language is, in general, the language
of the program used as data by a metaprogram. The pattern language in this context is
defined aiming at the set of features that will be supported by the metaprogramming
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language. This thesis was developed using the Rascal language as an implementa-
tion language. The Rascal language features and the pattern matching resources used
during the thesis are presented in Section 3.1, The complete Rascal’s pattern language
syntax is presented in Listing A.3, Section A.3 of the appendix.

During the initial research process that was conducted to identify the options
to formalize the pattern matching mechanism, we identified two approaches for it: a
traditional formalization for the pattern matching for strings [Knuth et al., 1977] and a
formalization using the lambda calculus [Jay, 2009]. The former is simpler because its
definition is based on tree terms and it defines only variables as pattern feature in the
pattern language. To simplify the coverage criteria definitions that depends on patterns
and to archive the thesis goals the traditional formalization for strings is used during
this work. Nevertheless, we can evaluate the lambda calculus formalization on a future
work because this formalization provides a broader and more generic formalization to
support, in theory, any kind of implementation. More information about this future
work in Chapter 8.

The pattern matching formalization presented by Knuth et al. [1977] is based
on strings. During this work, we used the tree based formalization presented by Hoff-
mann and O’Donnell [1982] as the reference to simplify the formalization process and
its uses during the coverage criteria definitions. This reference replacement does not
affect the resultant formalization because the tree objects used during the formalization
always can be translated to the string objects. Because of this characteristic, the term
“pattern” is used indistinctly for “patterns over trees” and “patterns over sentences”.

The formalization presented here was defined by Hoffmann and O’Donnell
[1982] and it was made to propose a pattern matching algorithm over trees. Thus, we
start by defining a finite alphabet of symbols called Σ. This alphabet has the symbol
λ to represent the empty term and constant symbols to represent functions without
arguments. The symbols a and b are examples of constant symbols and λ is the empty
term. The set S denotes the Σ-terms and it is defined below.

1. For all b ∈ Σ with arity 0, b is a Σ-term;

2. If a is a symbol of arity n in Σ, then a(t1, . . . , tn) is also a Σ-term when each
ti is also a Σ-term;

3. Nothing else is a Σ-term [Hoffmann and O’Donnell, 1982].

Definition 3.1 (Σ-terms)

To illustrate the Definition 3.1, we present two examples of Σ-term: a(a(b, b), b)

and a(b, a(b, b)). In both of them, the symbol a has arity 2 and b has arity 0. The Σ-terms
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can be seen as labeled and ordered trees. Consequently, those two terms presented are
considered different. Variables are special symbols with arity 0, denoted by v, and they
are not in Σ. Variables can be replaced by any Σ-term. The set Σ∪{v}-terms is denoted
by Sv [Hoffmann and O’Donnell, 1982].

A pattern over tree is any term in Sv.

Definition 3.2 (Pattern over Trees)

Definition 3.2 defines the patterns possible to be used with the pattern matching
relation. Using this definition the number of distinct variables in a term will be always
one. In the situations where more than one variable is necessary, the Sv can be redefined
as Σ ∪ V where V is a finite set of distinct variables. The next step is to define the
operation of pattern matching.

A pattern p ∈ Sv with k occurrences of the symbol v matches a subject tree t ∈ S
at the node n if there exist Σ-trees t1, . . . , tk ∈ S (not necessarily the same) such
that the Σ-tree p′, obtained from p by substituting ti for the ith occurrence of v in p,
is equal to the subtree of t rooted at n [Hoffmann and O’Donnell, 1982].

Definition 3.3 (Pattern Matching)

In this work, the pattern matching process is denoted by the operator � , there-
fore if the pattern p and a subject s are given then the match between them is specified
as p � s. The symbol 6� represents the operation of not match of a pattern. Any sen-
tence in the object language can be parsed to a derivation tree using its context-free
grammar1. Thus, we will treat the pattern matching over trees and strings as equiva-
lent in the text.

3.1 The Rascal Language

Rascal [Klint et al., 2009, 2011]2 is a development environment which offers many fea-
tures to develop metaprograms in an integrated way. The tool offers an integrated en-
vironment to develop, execute, test and debug metaprograms. Rascal implementation
is based on the Eclipse environment and it is coded in the Java Language and in Rascal
itself. Rascal can also be used to develop domain specific languages and it offers many
development features that help in the development of the these languages.

1The cases in which the grammar is ambiguous can have more than one tree per string [Rozenberg
and Salomaa, 1997]. However, even on those cases the string matches with the defined pattern, since the
cases with ambiguity can only produce more trees and not less for each pattern.

2The language semantic and syntax presented on this section is mainly based on Klint et al. [2010].
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Listing 3.1: A simple Rascal metaprogram.

1 module exRascal01

2
3 import IO;

4
5 //the main function on the Rascal programs

6 void main() {

7 int a = 5;

8 f1(a);

9 }

10
11 void f1(int p) = println("Hello world. Value of p argument <p>");

Program output

Hello world. Value of p argument 5

The Rascal’s syntax is based on Java. Listing 3.1 presents a simple Rascal pro-
gram that illustrates the basic syntax and semantics of the language. The first line de-
fines the module name and the third line imports the module called “I/O” that has
functions related to input/output processes. Comment lines are defined using the sym-
bol // and an example is presented on line 5. The function named main is declared on
line 6. There are two main forms to define functions in the language, the function main

presents an example of the traditional form to declare the functions in Rascal. The sec-
ond form is presented on line 11, this form can be used to define functions using more
than one function declaration but with the same name. The second form can also be
used to simplify the function declaration.

The f1 function definition example has as your body the code defined on the
right side of the = symbol. The println is a basic function imported from “I/O” module
and it prints its argument on the console. The attributions, conditionals, and repetitions
commands have a similar syntax as in Java. Rascal has support to string interpolation,
with this feature it is possible to parse strings values on the execution time to com-
pose new string values. The replacement is defined by the special symbols < and > and
the value of replacement is defined by an expression enclosed by these symbols. An
example of the use of this feature is presented on line 11.

On the example of Listing 3.1, the execution of the program is started by the
function main. The function f1 will be called using as argument the value from variable
a. The value of p argument is evaluated and interleaved into the result string and the
result of this process is presented on the console output by the function println. This
console output is presented by the listing’s part titled as “Program output”.
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Listing 3.2: Metaprogram using different types of collections in Rascal.

1 module exRascal02

2 import IO;

3
4 void main() {

5 set[bool] sb = {true ,false };

6 list[bool] lb = [true ,false ,true];

7 map[bool , str] m1 = (true:"True", false:"False");

8 println("The set sb: <sb>");

9 println("The list lb: <lb> and the second element: <lb[1]>");

10 println("The map m1: <m1>");

11
12 rel[int , str] r1 = {<1,m1[true]>, <2,m1[false ]>};

13 println("The relation r1: <r1> and the first element: <r1[1]>");

14 }

Program output

The set sb: {true,false}

The list lb: [true,false,true] and the second element: false

The map m1: (true:"True",false:"False")

The relation r1: {<1,"True">,<2,"False">} and the first element: {"True"}

Another important feature of the language is the support to collection data
types and special expressions to deal with them. There are four main collection types
in Rascal: Set, List, Map, and Relation. The Listing 3.2 presents an example of these
collections in use. Lines 5 to 7 and 12 show the examples of instances constructions
for each of collection type. Basically, each variable instance is declared by providing
the collection type information, value type and name of the variable. For example, on
line 5 the set sb is instantiated using the special symbols { and }, and defining one ele-
ment as the true Boolean value and another as the false value. A similar form is used
to define the list and map collections on lines 6 and 7. The list collection uses the spe-
cial symbols [ and ] to instantiate, and the map uses ( and ). Lines 8 to 10 show the
command related to the presentation of the instances create by the last commands. The
output of these commands can be seen on the program output. The expression lb[1] on
line 9 is an image projection operation to access an element from the list collection and
it is a zero-based index access. On the example, the result will be the Boolean value
false. This access operation is also available to the map collection but using the key
value provided by the instantiation, an example of this kind of use is presented on line
12.

On line 12, there is an example of relation collection variable declaration. On
this example, two elements are declared into the collection: <1,m1[true]> and <2,m1[false
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]>. The first element <1,m1[true]> declares a pair where its first element is the integer
1 and the second is a string. This string value is accessed from the m1 map using the
index true and the result for this access, in this case, is the “True” string. The second
element, defined by <2,m1[false]>, declares the pair where its first element is 2 and the
second is “False”, using the same access process from the m1 map. Line 13 uses the
string interpolation to print the values stored in r1 and the value of relation’s element
accessed by the index 1.

Listing 3.3: A comprehension feature example.

1 module exRascal03

2 import IO;

3
4 void main() {

5 set[int] si = { e | e <- [1..10] };

6 list[int] li = ( [] | it + [e] | e <- [1..10] );

7 println("The set si: <si>");

8 println("The list li: <li>");

9 }

Program output

The set si: {7,1,3,9,2,4,6,5,8}

The list li: [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9]

Listing 3.3 presents an example of the comprehension feature provided by the
language. This feature is a notation inspired by mathematical set-builder notation and
list comprehensions that help to write succinct definitions of collections. In the exam-
ple, the expression presents a comprehension used to define a set of integers between
1 to 9. The expression [1..10], in lines 5 and 6, creates a generator that provides val-
ues between 1 and 9 to the e variable, each of them will be attributed to the e variable
during the instantiation. Another feature provided by the language is the reducer, it re-
sembles the fold function found in most functional languages. On the right hand side
of the attribution on line 6, we can see the reducer construction used to produce a list
of integer between 1 to 9. The symbol it contains the current value during the iteration
and at the end the value of it is the result of the reducer. At the end the same values
are produced for both variables and the print functions present their instances values.

The Rascal language provides support to Algebraic Data Types(ADT) [Pierce,
2005]. This feature is presented on the Listing 3.4 with a simple tree definition example.
In the example, the data type ADTree is defined and it has two constructors: leaf and nod.
On line 10 we can see the construction of a data type instance. The lines between 12
and 14 present some ways to access the instance information on the variable. First, the
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label lNode is used to access the left node on the tree. Secondly, the operator has is used
to verify if the node on the label rNode has the label N, this label is defined on Line 5 of the
leaf construction. Finally, the operator is verifies if the value under the label lNode is a
nod type. All these expressions are written on a string using the language interpolation
feature.

Listing 3.4: Defining an algebraic data type in Rascal.

1 module exRascal04

2
3 import IO;

4
5 data ADTree = leaf(int N)

6 | nod(ADTree lNode , ADTree rNode)

7 ;

8
9 void main() {

10 ADTree t = nod(nod(leaf (0), leaf (1)), leaf (2));

11
12 println("Left node: <t.lNode >");

13 println("Does t.rNode has a N label? <t.rNode has N>");

14 println("Is t.lNode a node? <t.lNode is nod >");

15 }

Program output

Left node: nod(leaf(0),leaf(1))

Does t.rNode has a N label? true

Is t.lNode a node? true

3.1.1 Patterns in Rascal

One of the most important resource in the Rascal language is pattern matching. A pat-
tern matching in the language is represented by Pattern := Subject and the evaluation
of this pattern expression always returns a Boolean value. Furthermore, the pattern
variables are bound with the value from the subject when the matching evaluation
returns true. These variables will be available in the scope in which the pattern expres-
sion was executed. In this way, pattern matching expressions can be used within any
construction that accepts a Boolean value.

A simple example can be see on Listing 3.5. A function without return is defined
and it contains only one conditional structure. The expression int x := v represents a
pattern matching where x is a variable on the pattern and v is the subject. For this case
the matching will always be true because the only condition to the matching evaluation
is the type of variable v, which in this case always is int. On the first instruction in the
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true branch of the conditional, the variable x is created and its value will be the same
value of v.

Listing 3.5: A basic example of the use of patterns in Rascal.

1 module exRascal11

2 import IO;

3
4 //The function definition

5 void func01(int v) {

6 if (int x := v) {

7 println("v is integer. <x>");

8 } else {

9 println("v is not integer.");

10 }

11 }

Program output

> func01(5);

v is integer. 5

Table 3.1 presents some pattern matching instructions available on the Rascal
language 3. The first construction does the match based on the data type, as presented
on the Listing 3.5. The lines 2, 3 and 4 present the pattern matching over the basic struc-
tures of tuples and lists. The last table line presents the not matching of a pattern. This
operation only return true when there is no match between the pattern and subject.
However, on the example case the variable N is not bound with any value regardless
the result of the matching evaluation.

N. Code Examples Description
1 int x := 3; Typed pattern, the variable x is bounded

to the value 3.
2 <int x, y> := <3, "x">; Pattern over tuples, the variable x and y

are bound to the values 3 and x.
3 [1, 2, x] := [1, 2, 3]; Pattern over lists, the variable x is bound

to the value 3.
4 [1, xs*, 4] := [1, 2, 3, 4]; Pattern slice-variable, the variable xs is

bound to the list [2,3].
5 [10, N*, 50] !:= [10, 20, 30, 40, 50]; Anti-match operator, return false and it

does not do the bind with the variable N.

Table 3.1: Some common pattern matching constructions in Rascal.

There are two pattern matching constructions that are very important and use-
ful in Rascal: constructor pattern and deep matching. These patterns are specially im-
portant when it is necessary to deal with ADTs. The Listing 3.6 presents an example

3The complete pattern language syntax can be see on the Listing A.3 on the appendix.
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using these patterns in use. This example uses the Listing 3.4 ADT definition ADTree.
Line 7 shows a matching using the constructor pattern, the term nod(l,r) defines the
constructor identifier nod and the variables l and r. If the match happens, the pattern
matching mechanism returns true to the if instruction and the variables l and r are
bound to the subterms nod(leaf(0),leaf(1)) and leaf(2) respectively. These variable will
be available in the scope of the if instruction.

Listing 3.6: Example of constructor and deep matching patterns.

1 module exRascal12

2 import IO;

3 import exRascal04;

4
5 void main() {

6 ADTree t = nod(nod(leaf (0), leaf (1)), leaf (2));

7 if (nod(l,r) := t) {

8 println("Variables values l:<l> and r:<r>");

9 }

10 for (/leaf(i) := t) {

11 println("A bind for i: <i>");

12 }

13 println(i);

14 }

Program output

Variables values l:nod(leaf(0),leaf(1)) and r:leaf(2)

A bind for i: 0

A bind for i: 1

A bind for i: 2

Error: Undeclared variable: i

The deep matching pattern is used on line 10. It shows a search for leaf nodes
on the ADT subject. Thus, they will be bound to the variable i with the values “0”,
“1” and “2”. It is important to note that there is an integration between the pattern
matching mechanism and the for command, this integration allows go though all result
values from the match. The same behavior is present in all repetition instructions in
the language. On line 13 illustrate the control over the scope for the pattern matching
variables. In this example an error is throw on this line because the variable i is out of
scope. The output of example program can be seen on the listing.

A common technique used when is programming using Rascal is the use of the
command visit to treat specific situation during the use of an ADT variable [Klint et al.,
2011]. This command implements a standard way to deal with trees in the language,
the approach is based on the visitor design pattern [Gamma et al., 1995]. Basically, the
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tree is processed by the instruction visit and there are a set of patterns declared to treat
each desired case. The patterns used in these cases are defined using a similar style to
those presented for the conditional structure on Listing 3.6 example.

The default algorithm used for traversing the tree structure is bottom-up, first
the leafs and following the nodes in direction of the root. This algorithm can be
changed by a predefined set of algorithms supported by the language. An example
of the use of this instruction is shown on Listing 3.7. The lines 8 to 10 define the visit

instruction and the unique case is defined on line 9. This code sums the integer value
on the leafs and stores the sum of these values in the variable c. At the end, the sum is
printed on the program output.

Listing 3.7: Example of use of the instruction visit in Rascal.

1 module exRascal13

2 import IO;

3 import exRascal04;

4
5 void main() {

6 ADTree t = nod(nod(leaf (0), leaf (1)), leaf (2));

7 int c = 0;

8 visit(t) {

9 case leaf(int N): c = c + N;

10 };

11 println("The sum of nodes is <c>");

12 }

Program output

The sum of nodes is 3

To illustrate the use of the pattern mechanism in a metaprogram, we presented
on Listing 3.8 an example of a metaprogram using the pattern matching to calculate
the Cyclomatic Complexity(CC) [McCabe, 1976] for Java programs. This example is a
typical implementation of the CC algorithm. This implementation of CC is coded in
Rascal and was used by Landman [Landman et al., 2014] to calculate and analyze the
correlation between the CC and source lines of code on a large corpus of Java code.
This example is an extract from the complete metaprogram implementation and this
extract represents the main core of the implementation.
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Listing 3.8: Example of a pattern-based metaprogram written in Rascal [Landman et al.,
2014].

1 int calcCC(Statement impl) {

2 int result = 1;

3 visit (impl) {

4 case \if(_,_) : result += 1;

5 case \if(_,_,_) : result += 1;

6 case \case(_) : result += 1;

7 case \do(_,_) : result += 1;

8 case \while(_,_) : result += 1;

9 case \for(_,_,_) : result += 1;

10 case \for(_,_,_,_) : result += 1;

11 case \foreach(_,_,_) : result += 1;

12 case \catch(_,_): result += 1;

13 case \conditional(_,_,_): result += 1;

14 case \infix(_,"&&",_) : result += 1;

15 case \infix(_,"||",_) : result += 1;

16 }

17 return result;

18 }

Starting on line 3, the visit statement generates a recursive traversal and each
case represents a pattern to detect in the traversed tree, and after the colon (:) an action
to perform when it matches (increasing a counter). Most of the cases define simple
patterns which identify a particular node type, but two are more interesting, filtering
only infix expressions with either && or || as operators. The \ symbol before the pattern
in cases is used to escape a constructor identifier that is a reserved word in Rascal. The
variable name as _ is a special symbol to discard the bind value during the matching,
as in this example the bind values are not relevant to the metaprogram. Variable result

count the number of conditional branching for the input Java program and on line 17
it is returned as result of the function. It is important to note that this metaprogram
example uses an ADT representation of the abstract syntax tree associated to the input
Java program.
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Pattern-Based Test Design Process

To improve and systematise the pattern-based metaprogram test process, in this chap-
ter is presented a test design process based on patterns. As presented in Section 1.1,
there is a lack of methods and techniques to the testing of metaprograms. This design
process is based on patterns and provides a method to use the pattern information from
pattern-based metaprograms to design a test data set for the metaprograms’s test. An
overview of this process’ structure is presented in Figure 4.1.
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Test Require-
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Figure 4.1: The pattern-based test design process overview.

The process receives a metaprogram, coverage criteria and a context-free gram-
mar as input. The metaprogram is the program where the pattern information is ex-
tracted. To extract the patterns from the metaprogram, the metaprogram grammar is
also necessary. The coverage criteria and the context-free grammar are used to gen-
erate a requirement set that is used during the test data generation. This grammar
defines the object language used by the extracted patterns and by the test data gen-
eration process to produce the sentences. There are three subprocesses that compose
the main process: the pattern extraction, the test requirement generation, and the test
data generation. The first subprocess is responsible to identify and extract the patterns
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from the input metaprograms. The next step is to use these patterns to produce a test
requirement set. This process is guided by the coverage criteria. The test requirement
set is used by the test data generation to produce a test data set. This set satisfies the
original requirements defined by the coverage criteria. Each subprocess presented in
Listing 4.1 is explained in detail in each subsequent section in this chapter.

The test design process must be instantiated to be used. This instantiation con-
sists of defining few concrete elements for the process. The metaprogram program-
ming language, pattern language (the language used to define patterns), and the object
language are examples of these concrete elements that have to be defined during this
instantiation process. All these elements have to be defined in the pattern extraction
subprocess and the test data generation subprocess. A concrete instantiation example
is presented in details on Section 6.2.

4.1 Pattern Extraction from Metaprograms

The main goals in the pattern extraction process are extracting the pattern instances
from the pattern-based metaprogram and processing these patterns when necessary.
This process relays directly on the kind of artifact where the patterns are placed. A
metaprogram with the patterns hard-coded in it or a metaprogram specification with
support to a pattern language (the language that specifies the patterns on the artifact)
are examples of these artifacts. The pattern language is important because it is used to
identify the patterns in a specific artifact. The identified patterns are extracted from the
artifact and these are added to a list of patterns. This list is used by the next step on the
test design process.

Metaprogram
Pattern
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fication

Pattern List
Pattern

Processing
Processed

Pattern List

Metaprogram
Grammar

Pattern Extraction

Figure 4.2: The pattern extraction process overview.

The pattern extraction process is divided into two subprocesses: pattern iden-
tification and pattern processing. These two subprocesses are presented on the Fig-
ure 4.2. In the figure, the input for the process is a metaprogram under test and the
output is a processed pattern list with the processed patterns. The identification pro-
cess is responsible to parse the metaprogram and identify the patterns used on it. The
pattern processing step is responsible to apply a user-defined processing algorithm to
the pattern list. These two subprocesses are detailed in the following sections.
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4.1.1 Pattern Identification

The patterns can be extracted from many sources, like a metaprogram, a specification,
or a documentation. Our current metaprogram extraction is based on the hard-coded
pattern instances in the metaprogram under test. On this case, the metaprogram pro-
gramming language has the pattern support builtin. The pattern language defined as
part of the metaprogram programming language can be used to identify the pattern
instances. When the patterns are not coded on the metaprogram itself, it is also pos-
sible to identify the patterns from another related artifact. For example, techniques of
pattern recognition [Bishop, 2006] and deep learning [Aizenberg, 1999] can be used to
identify these patterns. There are also some research projects using these techniques
to discover a different type of patterns from source code, for example [Christodorescu
and Jha, 2003; Zhang et al., 2016; Allamanis et al., 2016; Allamanis and Sutton, 2014;
Kirasić and Basch, 2008]. However, the present work does not use these techniques
currently. Instead, we use the hard-coded metaprogram pattern instances as the source
for the extraction process. We do not use these techniques because our work is focused
on proposing an initial test design process based on the pattern and, consequently, the
investigation and implementation of these techniques are complex and time demand
tasks.

For the patterns coded into the metaprogram, we need to have access to the
grammar definition and the pattern language of the metaprogram programming lan-
guage of the metaprogram under test. The definitions are used to parse the metapro-
gram under test and identify the pattern instances inside it. The first step in the pattern
identification is parsing the metaprogram. Using the context-free grammar definition,
the metaprogram is parsed and the patterns can be identified. When the abstract syn-
tax tree is produced by the parsing process, the pattern related nodes can be identified
using the pattern language definition.

Each pattern instance is identified and labeled using a unique ID per instance.
It is possible to have two pattern instances with the same contents but used in different
places in the metaprogram. In some scenarios, the described situation is relevant and
the use of these labels solves the problem. These labels also simplify the reference to
the pattern instances on the other parts of the test design process.

The pattern instance itself and its label ID can be enough information to deal
with these pattern during the next steps in the process. But, there are cases where
more information about the pattern instance is necessary. For example, the information
about the code position of a pattern instance or module where it resides can be essential
in some cases. So, it is important to have an additional pattern instance information
gathering process that collects this kind of additional information. The instantiation
presented on Chapter 6 for example, instantiate the pattern extraction process only
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using the information of the pattern instance, function name, the ID label, the instance
position.

At the end of the pattern identification process, a processed pattern list is pro-
duced with the related instance information. The list below summarizes all activities
related to the process:

1. Parse the metaprogram under test;

2. Identify the pattern instances over the abstract syntax tree;

3. Add a label for each pattern instance found;

4. Get additional information about the instances.

4.1.2 Pattern Processing

There are situations where the number of patterns on the metaprogram is big enough
to increase the complexity of using a coverage criterion with it. For example, the case
study is shown in Section 6.2 uses the Rascal type checker module to show the ap-
plication of the pattern test process and the related coverage criteria. In this case, the
number of pattern instances found in the module was 1,137 where 373 of them were
used in the test design process. This restriction was made because of the complexity
of generation process related to using all patterns. The module has 8,068 SLOC and
mainly coded using patterns. Using the coverage criteria shown in Section 5.1, would
be necessary 373 test requirements for the pattern coverage criterion (Criterion 5.1) and
approximate 1.08 × 10223 test requirements to satisfy all combinations coverage crite-
rion (Criterion 5.4). These cases represent the best and worst cases related to the cost
of the test process using these criteria.

This kind of problem can be treated by introducing a processing step before the
use of the pattern list produced by the extraction process. An implementation to deal
with the described problem can be implemented in this intermediary step. This kind
of customization has to be implemented during the instantiation process. The problem
described early is discussed and treated in the instantiation presented in Section 6.2.2.
In the process instantiation, this processing step can be specified and implemented to
achieve the particular instantiation needs and integrate its results to the rest of the
process.

This user-defined process can be used to implement other tasks necessary to
prepare the pattern list to the subsequent steps in the test design process. For exam-
ple, the pattern process can be used to externalize some information about the pattern
instance and the context where it is used to a third-party test application. This kind
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of flexibility can help the pattern-based test design process to be integrated with an
external test process.

At end of the user-defined processing, the pattern process must produce a result
pattern list with the basic information of the pattern instance ID, its string representa-
tion, type of the instance, and an information about its context. This set of information
is the default, but during the instantiation process this set can be changed if it is needed.

4.2 The Test Requirements Generation

The pattern extraction process identifies and prepares the pattern to be used with the
coverage criteria. The next step is to use the result pattern list to generate the test re-
quirements based on the desired coverage criteria. This process has the goal to use a
coverage criterion to generate a test requirement set to be used to generate the test
cases. The algorithms related to each coverage criteria based on patterns should be
implemented during the pattern-based test design process instantiation. These algo-
rithms will be used to generate the requirement set. On Chapter 5, we propose a set of
coverage criteria based on patterns and inspired by the equivalence partition strategy.
The test requirement generation can use any coverage criterion that is based on pat-
terns and not only the proposed criteria. The proposed criteria are an example set and
it is used during the conducted evaluation presented on Chapter 6.

Instantiate
the CC

Algorithm

CC Algorithm
Instance

Execute
the CC

Algorithm

Test Require-
ment Set

Coverage
Criterion

Algorithm
Pattern List

Test Requirement Generation

Figure 4.3: Overview of the structure for the test requirement generation process.

The key component of the test requirement generation is the coverage crite-
ria algorithm responsible to generate the requirements based on the pattern list. The
Figure 4.3 presents an overview about the test requirement generation process. The
coverage criteria algorithm must be provided to the process and it is instantiated also
by the process. This instantiation is responsible to configure the algorithm to a specific
execution necessity. The algorithm instance is executed using the pattern list and the
test requirement set is produced as the result.
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The test requirement set is defined in function of the pattern instances and the
matches operations. Each requirement element of the set is a tuple composed by the
pattern ID and the operation over that pattern. This test requirement set is presented
in Definition 4.2. To simplify that definition, we start presenting the basic notation that
will be used by the requirement set definition.

– There is a Boolean set B = {True, False};

– The pattern set Pm is the set of pattern IDs extracted from the pattern list
for a metaprogram m;

– The matching operations set is O = {�, 6�};

– For a pattern IDs p ∈ Pm and a subject s, we can simplify the notation of
properties of match p � s and not match p 6� s as ps and p̄s, respectively;

– When the subject s is clear in the context, it can be suppressed and repre-
sented by p and p̄;

– If there is a subject s such as ps ∧ qs for any two patterns p, q ∈ Pm then pqs

is defined. The same holds for the not match operation;

– The following equivalences are defined, where s is a subject:

– p̄q ≡ p 6� s ∧ q � s;

– pq̄ ≡ p � s ∧ q 6� s;

– p̄q̄ ≡ p 6� s ∧ q 6� s;

– p1 . . . pn ≡ p1 ∧ . . . ∧ pn.

Definition 4.1 (Base definitions)

With the basic definitions presented on Definition 4.1, we now can define the
test requirement set that is shown on Definition 4.2. The test requirement set TRS
defined here is important because it is used as the reference by the coverage criteria
algorithm and also on the next step related to the test data generation process.

The pattern test requirement set TRS ∈ P(Pm × O) for a metaprogram m is a set
of test requirements composed by patterns and matches operations.

Definition 4.2 (The Pattern Test Requirement Set)

To illustrate the use of the TRS, we present an example based on a pattern set
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Pm = {p1, p2, p3} extracted from a hypothetical metaprogram. Imagine that a coverage
criterion based on patterns produced a test requirement set TRS = {(p1,�), (p2, 6�
), (p3,�)}. Applying the simplified notation, we have the set TRS = {p1, p̄2, p3}. For
the requirement p1, the test cases must have a test case represented by s1 that satisfies
p1 � s1 . The requirement p2 must have a test case represented by s2 that satisfies
p2 6� s2. Finally, the requirement p3 must have a test case s3 that satisfies p3 � s3.

The process used to produce the test cases, like s1, s2, and s3, is called Test Data
Generation and it is discussed and defined in the next section.

4.3 Test Data Generation

The test data generation process has as main goal the generation of a test data set
that satisfies a test requirement set. This requirement set was generated by the test
requirement generation process. The test requirement set, specified by Definition 4.2,
is used as a reference during all definitions presented in this section.

As described in Chapter 2, the test cases can have different levels of abstraction.
For this proposed process, the test data set is generated at an abstract level, so it cannot
be used directly during the test execution. However, the concrete test data set is directly
related to a specific metaprogram environment and test execution environment. This
transformation of the test data set to a concrete level is not difficult to be produced and
it must be produced during the test design process instantiation. An example of this,
it is presented in Chapter 6 when the pattern-based design test process is instantiated,
a concrete test set is generated, and the test data is presented (Section 6.2.4). Another
relevant fact is that the expected result of a test case is also related to a specific envi-
ronment configuration, like abstract to concrete test data set transformation. Because
of that, to produce a final concrete test case is not suitable to be defined at the process
level, instead, it must be defined during the instantiation process.

4.3.1 Definition of The Test Data Generation Problem

The test data generation problem is the problem of generate a test data set that satisfies
the original test requirement set. To give a precise definition to the problem we de-
fine the Pattern-Based Test Data Satisfaction Relation which defines precisely what
represents the test requirement satisfaction by a test data. In this section this relation is
defined. The first step to construct this relation is present a basic notation to use during
the subsequent definitions. The Notation 4.1 is presented below:

Notation 4.1: Consider:

– The set B from Definition 4.1;
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– An object language L;

– A pattern set P that describes structures over L;

– The sets O from Definition 4.1 and TRS from Definition 4.2;

– p ≡ (p,�) and p̄ ≡ (p, 6�);

The Definition 4.3 presents the function which verify the satisfaction relation
between a test requirement from TRS and a subject from the object language L. If the
subject of L satisfies a requirement of TRS then the function result is true, otherwise,
the result is false.

Given an object language L, the test requirement set TRS, and the set B, a func-
tion requirement pattern matching, denoted by θ : TRS × L → B, defines the
relationship between the requirement pattern, the match operation, and the sub-
ject sentence. This function is defined as:

θ(t, s) =

p � s, if t = p

p 6� s, if t = p̄

Definition 4.3 (Requirement Pattern Matching Function)

To illustrate the use of the function, we present an example using the pattern
set Pm = {p1, p2, p3} and the test requirement set for the set Pm is TRS = {p1, p̄2, p3}.
For this case, if there is a set of subjects {s1, s2, s3} where each of them matches with
a pattern in the TRS using the presented order then the application of the function θ

on the requirements and subjects resulting in true, false, and true. The result for the
requirement p̄2 and subject s2 is false because was assumed that p2 � s2.

With the Definition 4.3, we can verify the satisfaction of only one pattern asso-
ciated with a requirement at the time. But the set TRS defined on the Definition 4.2 is
possible to have multiple pattern and matches operations associated with each require-
ment element. So, the pattern matching relation expands the satisfaction verification to
multiple elements.

Given an object language L, a subject s ∈ L, and a test requirement tr = m1 . . .mn,
s satisfies tr iff θ(m1, s) ∧ . . . ∧ θ(mn, s). This relation is denoted as s θ tr.

Definition 4.4 (Pattern Matching Relation)

Using the pattern matching relation definition is possible to verify for a sub-
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ject s if it satisfies a requirement element from TRS composed of many patterns
and matches operations tuples. For example, a situation where we have a pattern set
Pm = {p1, p2, p3}, a TRS = {p1p2, p2p̄3}, and a subject s ∈ L. Aditionally, the s θ p1p2
and s θ p2p̄3 are true. For the described situation, the s can satisfy all requirements. But,
this possibility is not always the case. In this new situation, we have the same Pm and
a new TRS = {p1p2, p̄2p3}. In this case, it is impossible to find a subject s that satisfy
both requirements p1p2 and p̄2p3.

The last relation to be defined is a result of the previous definitions and a gener-
alization using a set of subjects. This set of subjects is the test data set that will be used
during the testing of the metaprogram to satisfy the original test requirement set.

Given a test data set TD = {s ∈ L} and a test requirement set TR ⊆ TRS, TD
satisfies TR iff ∀tr ∈ TR, ∃s ∈ TD • θ(tr, s). This relation is denoted by TD Θ TR.

Definition 4.5 (Test Data Set Satisfaction Relation)

Finally, using the defined relation, we can present more precisely the problem of
generating a test data set that satisfies a test requirement set. This problem can be stated
as “given a test requirement set TR, produce a test data set TDS where TDSΘTR”. In
the next section, the generation problem is treated in details and an abstract reference
algorithm is presented.

4.3.2 The Reference Test Data Generation Algorithm

The test data set TD that satisfies the test data set satisfaction relation can be generated
using an algorithm. In this section is presented a reference abstract algorithm that can
be used to generate this test data set using a predefined pattern-based test requirement
set. At the end, few examples are presented to illustrate the main concepts showed by
the algorithm.

The Definition 4.6 presents the algorithm. It has as input a context-free gram-
mar G and the pattern-based requirement set TR. The G grammar is used to produce
the test data sentences. The requirement set is an instance of the set defined on the
Definition 4.2 and it can be constructed by a coverage criterion. The output of the algo-
rithm is a test data set TD that satisfies the original requirement set. These elements of
the test data set are sentences from the object language defined by the grammar given
as input. These sentences can be used to test the metaprogram under test, but to have
an executable test set it is necessary to complement the test data set with additional
information like the expected results.
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Input:

1. A context-free grammar G = (N,T, S, F ). This grammar is reduced [Reghizzi,
2009] and it represents the object language;

2. A pattern-based test requirement set TR ⊆ TRS.

Output:

1. A test data set TD = {s | s ∈ L(G)} and TD θ TR

Assuming:

1. TR only contains satisfiable requirements. So ∀t ∈ TR,∃s ∈ L(G) • s θ t;

2. The relation ◦ : N×TRS×B defines the satisfaction relation between a nonterminal
A and a requirement t. This relation is defined as
A ◦ t ≡ ∃w ∈ T+ •A⇒∗ w ∧ w θ t;

3. The set V t
◦ = {A ∈ N | A ◦ t};

4. The set TD starts empty.

For each ti ∈ TR, the steps of the algorithm are:

1. If ∃s ∈ TD • s θ ti then go to the next requirement ti;

2. Discover a symbol A ∈ N such as A ◦ ti. The set of all symbols for ti is denoted by
V ti◦ ;

3. Generate a sentence set W such that W = {w ∈ L(G) | S ⇒∗ αAβ ⇒∗ w};

4. Choose a sentence s from W such that s θ ti;

5. Add s to TD.

Definition 4.6 (Test Data Generation Reference Algorithm)

The main strategy of the algorithm is to find a nonterminal symbol inG for each
requirement in TR such that it can generate a subject that satisfies the requirement. The
first step has as the goal the restriction of the sentences in the result test data to those
which contributes to satisfy a new requirement. The next step defines the process re-
sponsible to discover a nonterminal symbol that satisfies the current test requirement.
This process is always possible to define and always return a symbol, it because all
requirements in the TR are satisfiable. This fact means that the object language always
has a string that satisfies the current requirement. The step three generate a set of sen-
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tencesW from the object language that each of them has to use the nonterminal symbol
found in the prior step. This is always possible because the context-free input gram-
mar has to be reduced. The next step is to choose a sentence from the W set which it
satisfies the current requirement. These two last steps process can be refined to achieve
an optimization over the process, for example, join the two step into one to improve
the search for the sentences that satisfy the requirement. Additionally, these steps can
be modified aiming some additional characteristic over the result test data. This kind
of refinements can be implemented on the test design process’s instantiation. The final
step adds the produced sentence to the result test data set TD.

To illustrate the use of the algorithm, there is an example using it for a hypo-
thetical situation. This example illustrates a simple test requirement set where there
are two requirements for a match and not match situations. The context-free grammar
G1 = ({S,A,B,C}, {a, b, c}, S, F ) is used and the set of rules F is defined below:

1. S → AC

2. A→ aB

3. B → bB

4. B → b

5. C → c

The number on the left of each rule is an identifier used as reference. Addition-
ally, a pattern p1 = vv, a variable v ∈ T+ and the test requirement TR = {p1, p̄1} are
defined. Starting the algorithm using the step 1, we have the requirement t1 = p1:

1. There is no s ∈ TD such as s θ t1;

2. The set V t
◦ = {S,A,B}, so there are multiple nonterminal that satisfy the condi-

tion. For this example we choose B;

3. From B symbol it is possible to generate the sublanguage bn where n ≥ 1. To
satisfy the p1 requirement it possible to use any s from bbm where m ≥ 1. To
generate W we choose to use the derivation from S ⇒∗ aBc and from these
strings we can produce a infinite set expanding B symbol. A possible set W
based on this is W = {abbc, abbbc, abbbbc};

4. From W we select the string abbc that satisfies p1, so bb θ p1;

5. Now TD = {abbc}.
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Now, we follow the algorithm to the next iteration. Again, using the step 1 from
the algorithm, the requirement t2 = p̄1:

1. There is no s ∈ TD such as s θ t;

2. The set V t
◦ = {S,A,B,C} and for this example we choose B;

3. To satisfy the p̄1 requirement there is only one possible s string and it is b. So,
using the same strategy to generate W , we choose to use the derivation from
S ⇒∗ aBc. The unique set possible for this requirement is W = {abc};

4. From W we select the string abc that satisfy p̄1, so b θ p̄1;

5. Now TD = {abbc, abc}.

As there is no requirement left into the requirement set, the result test data set is
TD = {abbc, abc}. The result of the generation algorithm is the TD set, but this set is not
a concrete test set. Additional processing is necessary to produce a concrete test set to
use directly on the test of a metaprogram. The concrete test set must have information
like expected results.
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Pattern-Based Coverage Criteria Family

This chapter presents the pattern-based coverage criteria. These criteria are used to sys-
tematize and improve the quality of the pattern-based metaprogram testing process.
The patterns are extracted from the metaprograms under test, as presented in Chap-
ter 4, and used to define the test requirements for each coverage criterion proposed in
this chapter.

The first coverage criteria presented is the Pattern Coverage Criterion (PCC). In
general, this criterion defines that each one of the pattern instances of a metaprogram
should be tested by the test set. In this way, the source-code related to the pattern
instance should be executed during the execution of the metaprogram with the test
set. This criterion was the first one to be defined during the research and its results
were presented in the paper [Hentz et al., 2015]. It is the simplest coverage criterion
proposed.

For a pattern-based metaprogram m and Pm being the set of all pattern instances
on m, the test requirement set TRPCC contains at least one test case that matches
each pattern in Pm. Therefore, we can define the test requirement set as

TRPCC = {(p,�) • ∀p ∈ Pm}.

Criterion 5.1 (Pattern Coverage Criterion - PCC)

When the metaprogram m is clear in the context, P is used instead. During the
coverage criteria presentation, examples will be given based on the Rascal metapro-
gram presented on the Listing 5.1. The metaprogram implements simple repetition
commands counter for Java programs. The repetition commands are while, for, and
foreach. The metaprogram is based on the concrete patterns to localize the commands in
a Java program instance. Thus, its pattern set is P = {p1 = while(a,b), p2 = for(a,b,c,d),
and p3 = foreach(a,b,c)}. Using the pattern coverage criterion on this example we have
the requirement set TRPCC = {p1, p2, p3}, the tuple (pi,�) is represented by pi, as pre-
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sented on Definition 4.1. The size of TRPCC is equal to |P|, so in this case |TRPCC | = 3.
The minimal test set size for this criterion is 1 because the test set can have only one test
case that satisfies all requirements in general. This example presents this kind of situ-
ation as a Java program can contain the three repetition commands. Thus, a generated
test set should satisfy each of the patterns in the P .

Listing 5.1: A Rascal metaprogram to count the repetition commands in Java programs.

1 int calcRept(Statement impl) {

2 int result = 0;

3 visit (impl) {

4 case \while(a,b) : result += 1; //P1

5 case \for(a,b,c,d) : result += 1; //P2

6 case \foreach(a,b,c) : result += 1; //P3

7 }

8 return result;

9 }

A possible test set which satisfies the TRPCC test requirement set is presented
on Listing 5.2. Observing the example, we can see that each pattern in the TRPCC is
satisfied by a Java program listed into each line of the example. For example, the re-
quirement p1 is satisfied by the program on line 1. The pattern while(a,b) associated
with the requirement matches with the code while (true) return ;. The variables a and b

are bound to codes true and return in this particular case. Each Java program presented
in the example is semantically meaningfulness but they are valid and compilable. It is
important to remember that this example is only one possible test set that satisfies the
TRPCC .

Listing 5.2: An example of a test set that satisfy the TRPCC set.

1 public class id0 {static { while (true) return ; }} //P1

2 public class id0 {static { for ( ; ; ) return ;}} //P2

3 public class id0 {static { for ( int id1 : id2 ) return ; }} //P3

5.1 The Pattern-Based Equivalence Partitioning Criteria

Although the pattern coverage criterion presents a viable alternative and with rela-
tively low cost related to the generation of the test data, we can use more elaborated
criteria for the pattern-based test process. A way to improve the quality of the test
requirements is using the equivalence partitioning techniques. The use of these tech-
niques facilitates the test data generation process because each of the criteria has its
own cost and quality attributes [Myers et al., 2011]. These techniques were adapted
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from the traditional definition and they will be presented below.

5.1.1 The Equivalence Partition Methodology

To improve the first proposed pattern-based coverage criterion, we inspired on the
main concepts of the equivalence partitioning techniques. In this section, we will ex-
plain the instantiation of those techniques applied to the patterns. Because that, the
main structure and terminology used in this presentation are defined in Section 2.1.
The first step is the discussion about the definition of the partitions and blocks. After
that, it ends with an example of this process on the metaprogram presented in List-
ing 5.1.

On pattern based criteria we have a pattern set Pm which will be used to define
the partitions of the input space. In this case, we assume a metaprogram m that always
has one argument, a program written in the object language, as presented in Chapter 3.
On the current example case, this input program is written in Java language.

aaaaaaaaa
Partitions

Blocks
b1 b2

q1 based on p1 p1 p̄1
. . . . . . . . .
qn based on pn pn p̄n

Table 5.1: Pattern matching partitioning for a pattern set Pm.

An essential characteristic of the partition equivalence is that the identified
blocks are mutually exclusive. This means that two blocks from the same partition
cannot have common values. In our pattern case, we do not have this kind of exclu-
sion between patterns, but we have for a pattern in relation to a subject that matches
or not. Our blocks are based on the match and not match operations for a pattern. The
partitions are defined using each pattern in the pattern set as a partition. This model is
presented on Table 5.1, in it n = |P| and each qi represents a partition.

A test requirement (p1, . . . , pn) is an example of an element from this partition-
ing. This requirement means that a metaprogramm should be tested with a set of input
sentences that matches, in this case, the patterns p1, . . . , pn. Using Definition 4.1 from
Section 4.2, we use the notation p1 . . . pn to denote the same meaning.

The metaprogram example of Listing 5.1 is used to illustrate an application
of this partitioning and this partitioning is presented on Table 5.2. In this case, the
Pm = {p1, p2, p3} and the partition set is Q = {q1, q2, q3} each of them composed by
two blocks. The block 1 represents the match and the block 2 the not match. A test
requirement example, in this case, is p1p̄2p3.
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aaaaaaaaa
Partitions

Blocks
b1 b2

q1 based on p1 p1 p̄1
q2 based on p2 p2 p̄2
q3 based on p3 p3 p̄3

Table 5.2: Pattern matching partitioning for a pattern set P = {p1, p2, p3} from the ex-
ample.

The presented partitioning model will be used to define the pattern-based cov-
erage criteria family in the following sections.

5.1.2 The Each Choice Pattern Coverage Criterion

The first coverage criteria based on the equivalence partition technique is the Each
Choice, Criterion 2.2 in Section 2.1. This criterion leads to two requirements for each
pattern on the metaprogram pattern set, one of them defines that at least one sentence
on the test set matches the pattern and other requirement defines that at least one
sentence does not match the pattern. This coverage criterion is defined more precisely
below:

For each pattern p contained in the set P, two requirements are defined: (1) the test
set must have at least one sentence s1 such that it satisfies the pattern requirement
p, (2) the same test set must have at least one sentence s2 that does not satisfy the
pattern requirement p. The test requirement set for this coverage can be defined
as:

TRECPCC = {p, p̄ • ∀p ∈ P}.

Criterion 5.2 (Each Choice Pattern Coverage Criterion - ECPCC)

To illustrate the use of the each choice criterion is used the previous example,
Listing 5.1. Thus, we can define the requirement set using the ECPCC for the example,
the set is defined as TRECPCC = {p1, p2, p3, p̄1, p̄2, p̄3}. To satisfy the each choice criterion
the test set has to include sentences that match and do not match each pattern in P . For
example, the pattern p1 = while(a,b) can be satisfied by a Java program that includes
the command while (true) return ; and its negation can be satisfied by any program
that does not contain the while command.

The size of the test requirement set for this criterion is |TRECPCC | = 2|P| because
we must have two requirements for each pattern: one for the match and another one for
not match. Using Equation 2.2 from Section 2.1, we can explain it with more details. In
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the ECPCC case, we have one partition with two blocks [pi, p̄i] for each pattern pi ∈ P .
Because the size of each block is always the same, with n = |P|, we have as result
|TRECPCC | = 2n or |TRECPCC | = 2|P|. Applying this on the current example we have
|TRECPCC | = 6. The minimal test set size can be defined using the same principle
presented on Section 2.1 that defines this value based on the maximum value amoung
the sizes of each block. For ECPCC case we have the blocks with the same size 2, so the
minimum test set always has the size of 2.

Listing 5.3: A test set example that satisfies the TRECPCC .

1 public class id0 {static { while (true) return ; }}

2 public class id0 {static { for ( ; ; ) return ; }}

3 public class id0 {static { for ( int id1 : id2 ) return ; }}

4 public class id0 {static { if (true) return ; }}

5 public class id0 {static { while (true) return ; for ( ; ; ) return ; for

( int id1 : id2 ) return ;}}

Listing 5.3 presents one possible test set that satisfies the criterion. The three
first sentences cover the requirements p1, p2, and p3. The sentence on line 4 covers at
same time the three negatives requirements: p̄1, p̄2, and p̄3. Besides that, these three
requirements could be also covered by the sentences at lines 3, 2, and 1 respectively.
The last line sentence covers at the same time three match requirements and none not
match. This test set has redundant sentences in relation to the criterion satisfaction and
it could be optimized. The generation of a minimal test set 1 is an interesting feature,
but generating a minimal test set for a coverage criterion is not trivial. Because of this
difficult, it is not aimed at this work.

5.1.3 The Pair-Wise Pattern Coverage Criterion

The next coverage criterion defined is the Pair-Wise pattern coverage, it defines that
for each pair of patterns four requirements are defined, one for each combination of
match and not match with a sentence. Thus, will be tested the pair-wise combinations
for each pattern and its negation. This criterion is precisely defined below:

1The minimal test set is a set with the lowest number of elements necessary to satisfy a coverage
criterion.
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For each pair of patterns pi, pj ∈ P, there are four test requirements defined: (1)
must have at least one sentence s1 in the test set that matches both patterns; (2)
must have at least one sentence s2 that matches the first pattern and does not
match the second; (3) must have at least one sentence s3 that does not match the
first pattern and matches the second; (4) must have at least one sentence s4 that

Criterion 5.3 (Pair-Wise Pattern Coverage Criterion - PWPCC)
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does not match either of patterns. The resulting requirement set is defined as:

TRPWPCC = {pipj, pip̄j, p̄ipj, p̄ip̄j • pi 6= pj,∀pi, pj ∈ P}.

Using the example of Listing 5.1, Table 5.3 presents the test requirement set for
this example. To calculate the test requirement size for this criterion we used Equa-
tion 2.3 as a reference. However, for the pattern based coverage criteria family, we can
simplify that equation based on the fact that our block always has the same size 2. So,
we can calculate the size using the Binomial coefficient [Goodman, 2012; Cormen et al.,
2009] to calculate the number of k combinations for a set of n elements, these elements
on our case is the number of patterns in the pattern set. In the case of pair-wise the k
is 2 and we have to multiply the result of the binomial coefficient by the result of the
power of the block size by k. As result, we have the following equation to the pair-wise
case:

22

(
n

2

)
= 4

(
n

2

)
. (5.1)

Using it for the current example, the test requirement size is 4
(
3
2

)
= 12.

The blocks [p1, p̄1] and [p2, p̄2]

p1p2 p1p̄2
p̄1p2 p̄1p̄2
The blocks [p2, p̄2] and [p3, p̄3]

p2p3 p2p̄3
p̄2p3 p̄2p̄3
The blocks [p3, p̄3] and [p1, p̄1]

p3p1 p3p̄1
p̄3p1 p̄3p̄1

Table 5.3: The test requirement set for the pair-wise pattern coverage for the example
case.

Using the pair-wise minimal test set equation from Section 2.1, the minimum
test set size for the current example is 4. In this case, the one possible test set is
{p1p2p̄3, p1p̄2p3, p̄1p2p3, p̄1p̄2p̄3}. Table 5.4 shows the satisfaction relation between each
abstract test case and the satisfied test requirement.

A possible concrete test set to satisfy the TRPWPCC is presented in Listing 5.4.
The first line satisfies the requirements p1p2, p1p3, and p2p3. The second one satisfies
again the requirement p1p2 and the new p1p̄3 and p2p̄3. The requirements p1p3, p̄2p3, and
p1p̄2 are satisfied by the sentence on line 3 and the p2p3, p̄1p2, and p̄1p3 by line 4. The
others p̄1p̄2, p̄1p̄3, and p̄2p̄3 by the sentences in the last lines.
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Test Case p1p2p̄3
p1p2 p2p̄3 p̄3p1
Test Case p1p̄2p3
p1p̄2 p̄2p3 p3p1
Test Case p̄1p2p3
p̄1p2 p2p3 p3p̄1
Test Case p̄1p̄2p̄3
p̄1p̄2 p̄2p̄3 p̄3p̄1

Table 5.4: The satisfaction of TRPWPCC for the current example using the minimum test
set.

Listing 5.4: An example of test set that satisfies the TRPWPCC .

1 public class id0 {static { while (true) return ; for ( ; ; ) return ; for

( int id1 : id2 ) return ;}}

2 public class id0 {static { while (true) return ; for ( ; ; ) return ;}}

3 public class id0 {static { while (true) return ; for ( int id1 : id2 ) return

;}}

4 public class id0 {static { for ( ; ; ) return ; for ( int id1 : id2 )

return ;}}

5 public class id0 {static { if (true) return ; }}

5.1.4 The All Combinations Pattern Coverage Criterion

The last coverage criterion to be defined is the All Combinations, it defines that all com-
binations between the matches and not matches must be tested. This is the more com-
plete and rigorous of the pattern criteria.

All combinations of matches and not matches amoung all patterns in P are present
in the test requirement set. Thus, it defines requirements that a sentence match
with all patterns does not match with all patterns and all intermediary combinations
between them. The test requirement set is defined as

TRACPCC = { p1 . . . pn,

p1 . . . p̄n,

. . . ,

p̄1 . . . p̄n

}

with n = |P| and n ≥ 1.

Criterion 5.4 (All Combinations Patterns Coverage Criterion - ACPCC)

Using the current example, Listing 5.1, the test requirement set for this example
is presented below. Using the same principle of Equation 5.1, we can define the equa-
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tion to calculate the test requirement size for the all patterns combinations criterion
as

2n

(
n

n

)
= 2n. (5.2)

As we can see in this case the k is equal to n because we have to create a com-
bination of all elements in the set. Using this equation we can calculate the set size for
the current example as 23 = 8. Below, the test requirement set is presented

TRACPCC = { p1p2p3, p1p2p̄3,

p1p̄2p3, p1p̄2p̄3,

p̄1p2p3, p̄1p2p̄3,

p̄1p̄2p3, p̄1p̄2p̄3}.

For this coverage criterion, in particular, the size of the test requirement set and
the minimal test set is the same, as presented in Section 2.1. So, the |TS | is also equal
to 8.

5.2 The Subsumption Relation for the Coverage Criteria

Family

Similarly to what happened with the equivalence partitioning criteria [Ammann and
Offutt, 2008], the proposed pattern-based criteria present a subsumption relation (Def-
inition 2.3 from Chapter 2) between them. Thus, we present and demonstrate in this
section that there is a hierarchy relationship between the presented criteria family. The
strategy to demonstrate it starts from the criteria definitions and it will demonstrate
that it defines a test requirement set that is a subset of another criterion. Consequently,
building a satisfaction hierarchy relation between them when they are analyzed.

We start assuming a set P of pattern instances from a metaprogram. Being
TSPCC a test set which satisfies the pattern coverage criterion (PCC), then, by defini-
tion, all the requirements pi defined by the criterion must be satisfied by TSPCC . Being
TSECPCC a test set which satisfies the each choice criterion, then, by definition, all re-
quirements pi and p̄i must be satisfied by TSECPCC . Therefore, the TSECPCC satisfies
all requirements from the each choice criterion and consequently all the requirements
of the pattern criterion. Hence, we have the subsumption relation between the pattern
coverage criteria and the each choice coverage criteria. It can be denoted by

PCC ⊆ ECPCC .
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The set TSPWPCC is a test set which satisfies the pair-wise converge criterion and
by definition, all combination pair wisely of the patterns pi and pj are satisfied by this
set. By definition, an element pipj can be written as pi ∧ pj and as result both patterns
pi and pj are satisfied by it. Consequently, we can assume that any requirement pi or
p̄i, defined by the each choice criterion, this also be satisfied by the test set TSPWPCC .
For this reason, the TSPWPCC satisfies all requirements from the each choice criterion.
It can be denoted by

ECPCC ⊆ PWPCC .

The last case is the relation between the all combinations and the pair-wise cri-
teria. Assume a test set TSACPCC which satisfies the all combinations criterion. By def-
inition, all combinations of requirements pi and pj are satisfied by this test set. These
combinations include all pair-wise combination of pi and pj , as result the requirements
for the pair-wise criterion. Thus, the TSACPCC satisfies all requirements of the pair-wise
criterion. This relation can be denoted by

PWPCC ⊆ ACPCC .

Therefore, we can conclude that the following subsumption relation is true for
the pattern-base coverage criteria family.

PCC ⊆ ECPCC ⊆ PWPCC ⊆ ACPCC .

Thus, assuming the defined combination criterion and the same pattern set P ,
we can conclude that all test set which satisfies the all combinations criterion also satis-
fies the pair-wise, all test set which satisfies the pair-wise also satisfies the each choice
and all test set which satisfies the each choice also satisfies the pattern coverage crite-
rion.
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The Evaluation

This chapter presents the evaluation used during the verification of the pattern-based
test design process and the coverage criteria family. The main goals of this evaluation
are to verify the hypotheses proposed in Section 1.3, and to present the results of the
use of the proposed test design process and the criteria family in a real situation. The
evaluation shows some evidence on the effectiveness of use these proposals in a real-
world situation.

To achieve the evaluation goals we have two main efforts: a case study using
a complex pattern-based metaprogram and a verification process of the coverage cri-
teria based on the mutation testing technique. The primary objective of the former is
to present an instantiation of the pattern-based test design process, presented on the
Chapter 4, using a complex metaprogram as an example. This instantiation can be used
as a reference to the adoption of the test design process in practical situations. The latter
objective is to measure the effectiveness and efficacy of the proposed coverage criteria
family. This evaluation was executed in the first moment in a simple example, and
then applied in the context of the complex metaprogram. These two aspects are the
main concern related to the two hypotheses defined in Section 1.3. To achieve this goal
we use the mutation testing technique to measure the quality of the test set associated
with the proposed criteria.

To start the evaluation we define the evaluation methodology in Section 6.1.
The information related to the specific goals, variables, and method used to conduct
the evaluation are presented on the section. Section 6.2 presents the pattern-based test
process applied on the Rascal type checker module. This case study helps to illustrate
the different aspects related to the use of the test process. In Section 6.3, a detailed val-
idation of the pattern coverage criteria family is presented. The execution of the cover-
age criteria family using two different software under test as an example is presented
and the results obtained are analyzed and compared with other test techniques.

Some limitations and threats to validity related to the evaluation of the test pro-
cess and coverage criteria are detailed and discussed in Section 6.4. All tools and ex-
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perimental data are available online.1

6.1 Evaluation Methodology

The goal of the evaluation presented in this chapter is to investigate the hypotheses de-
fined in Section 1.3. Hypothesis 1 is verified using two distinct strategies: a case study
and a controlled experiment using the pattern-based coverage criteria family. The case
study consists on the instantiation of the pattern-based test design process using a
pattern-based metaprogram as a program under test. The controlled experiment con-
sists of using a metaprogram to evaluate its test sets by the mutation technique. The
metaprogram used is the same defined in the case study. The mutation technique is
used to evaluate the test set quality and, consequently, the give information about the
quality of the associated coverage criteria. The main assumption here is that the quality
of the test sets that satisfy a given coverage criterion indicates the quality level of the
coverage criterion. The mutation technique has been used in many studies to verify
the test case quality [Andrews et al., 2005] and based on it, this technique was chosen
to verify the quality of the generated test sets.

Hypothesis 2 is verified using the same mutation technique used in the con-
trolled experiment. The test sets used to evaluate during the mutation process is the
union of different test sets produced by the pattern-based and grammar-based cover-
age criteria. In the end, the cost and quality are analyzed in the same way that was
used in the controlled experiment.

The first step to investigate Hypothesis 1 is to elaborate a test design process
based on patterns. To investigate it, we elaborate a case study that instantiates the
test design process, defined in Chapter 4, for a real pattern-based metaprogram. The
test design process is instantiated using the Rascal as metaprogram language and
the Rascal Type Checker(RTC), it is presented in Section 6.2.1, as metaprogram un-
der test. The Rascal Type Checker is the Rascal component responsible for implement-
ing the language type checker, and it uses the Rascal language to the code itself. This
metaprogram was chosen because a type checker is a complex program in general and
this metaprogram implementation as well. The complexity evaluation of the RTC was
based on the number of lines of code and the kind of code used to develop it. Besides
that, this program represents a real-word metaprogram that is used in a real-world
project that still under development, the Rascal language project. Because of these char-
acteristics, we believe that the RTC is a good choice to evaluate the effectiveness of a
new test strategy.

1https://github.com/chentz78/PatternTesting

https://github.com/chentz78/PatternTesting
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The goal of this case study effort is to answer the Research Question 1 and 2,
and it is defined below:

Evaluation Goal 1: Evaluate the cost of generating a test set using the pattern-based test
design process for the Rascal Type Checker.

The cost considered on Goal 1 is related to the instantiation of the test design
process. The process instantiation is presented using each step defined on the abstract
process of Section 4. Each of these steps has an associated cost, and it was considered
during the case study to provide the total cost related to the goal. This cost evalua-
tion is based on the size of the test sets. Another cost-related analysis is based on the
complexity of each step necessary for the instantiated process. The amount of effort
necessary to implement these steps is used for this analysis.

Evaluation Goal 2: Provide an example instantiation to the pattern-based test design process.

A secondary goal is to provide an example instantiation for the pattern-based
test design process that can be used for another situation. This goal is related to the first
one, and it is defined by the Evaluation Goal 2. The expected results are to improve the
process documentation and make all artifacts produced by this instantiation process
public. We believe that these actions will facilitate the future use of the test design
process.

Another important goal of the evaluation process is answering Research Ques-
tion 3. This goal is related to the quality of the test set generated by the test design
process aiming to satisfy the pattern-based coverage criteria family. To answer the
question we conducted a controlled experiment using the artifacts produced by the
case study and validating it. The quality measure used on it is based on the mutation
testing technique. This technique provides a metric based on the number of faults de-
tected by the test set under validation. This validation is presented in Section 6.3 and
we have the following evaluation goal:

Evaluation Goal 3: Evaluate the mutation score for each test set related to each pattern-based
coverage criteria.

Each coverage criterion in the family has a generated test set that satisfies it and
this set is used to evaluate the criterion. The mutation score represents the concrete
quality indicator to evaluate the coverage criteria family. With the results produced by
this evaluation, we can provide enough information to analyze the level of quality of
the test set generated by the coverage criteria family.

Evaluation Goal 4: Compare the mutation score and test set size between the pattern-based
coverage and the grammar-based coverage criteria test sets.
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The Evaluation Goal 4 is related to the Research Question 3. On this goal, the
quality variable is compared with the same information obtained from the grammar-
based coverage test set. With the information produced by this goal, we can improve
the understanding of the quality level associated with the pattern-based coverage cri-
teria. The result of this goal is the test set related to the grammar-based criterion and
their mutation score.

Evaluation Goal Research Question Hypothesis Location
1 1 1 Sections 6.2 and 6.3
1 2 1 Section 6.2
2 - - Section 6.2
3 3 1 Section 6.3
4 5 2 Section 6.3

Table 6.1: Summary of the relation between evaluation goals and research questions.

Table 6.1 presents a summary of the relation between the evaluation goals, the
hypotheses, research questions, and the parts of the chapter that investigate each of
them. The evaluation goal 2 is not associated to any research question presented, but it
is important to provide a concrete example of the test design process instantiation. All
code and experiments executed during the evaluation phase used a reference computer
MacBook Air 2013, CPU Intel i7, clock 1.7GHz, model 4650U, 8GB RAM, 128GB SSD
and Mac OS version 10.11.2. The Rascal environment used was the “CommandLine
REPL” run-time and its version was “0.8.4-20170622.094421-159”.

6.2 Case Study

To illustrate and discuss with more details the use of the pattern-based test design
process, and the coverage criteria family, this section presents a case study using a
pattern-based metaprogram as an example. The example in use to the case study is
a type checker implementation to verify Rascal metaprograms, and it also is made in
Rascal. This metaprogram is used because of its complexity and proximity to a real-
world metaprogram. The case study is also used in the verification process of the cov-
erage criteria family. Besides that, it is used in a comparison with other test techniques.

Another important goal of this case study is to show the entire process of testing
using the pattern-based test design process applied to a real metaprogram. The instan-
tiation of the test design process presented here can be used as a reference to the future
application of the process for different environments.

The case study presents an instantiation of the pattern-based test design process
(PBTDP), presented in Chapter 4. It defines three steps to conduct the process: pattern
extraction, test requirement generation, and test case generation. These steps are illus-
trated by the Figure 4.1 and these are used to conduct the case study process. Before
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starting, the process is important to define the metaprogram under test. In the next
section, this metaprogram is presented with the motivation about its choice, its code,
and its complexity.

Each step of the test design process is detailed in the following sections. The
instantiation is structured following the same structure proposed by the test design
process and divided into the following sections. The artifacts and results produced by
these steps are also presented and discussed in its respective section.

6.2.1 The Rascal Type Checker Metaprogram

The Rascal type checker(RTC) is a metaprogram responsible for verifying the integrity
of metaprograms written in the Rascal programming language. Its source code is avail-
able, and we used it as an example to illustrate the PBTDP. The RTC version used on
this work was 4e9cd4e 2 and it is available on the Rascal GitHub site 3. This module
implements the main core of the Rascal type system, it represents 71.44% of total im-
plementation of the type system based on source lines of code (SLOC)4[Conte et al., 1986;
Pressman, 2001].

The RTC module has 8068 SLOC and 342 functions. The module uses the pattern
matching mechanism in 166 functions, almost half of the functions implementations.
There are 1137 pattern instances on the module. In our implementation, we treated
three pattern kinds supported by Rascal and using this restriction the module has 373
pattern instances of these kinds. A detailed explanation of this restriction will be pre-
sented in the next section. The module also has a test set that is distributed on 17 test
modules, and these are related to all kind of verification over the RTC module.

6.2.2 The Pattern Extraction in Rascal

This step is responsible for identifying and processing the pattern instances there are in
the metaprogram under test. The main goal of this process is to collect these patterns
and prepare the pattern information to provide it to the next step, the pattern-based
test design process. This entire process is defined in Section 4.1. The result of this step
is a pattern list, here denoted by P , that is used by the next step in the process.

This process is divided into pattern identification and processing parts. In the
first part is presented the Rascal metaprogram under test and information about the
pattern list identified using the Rascal type checker. The second part is responsible for

2This is a simplified version of the complete hash 4e9cd4e2e4584363ae115a4e7f2631574ef0900f used
by the GitHub site.

3The Rascal type checker module is available on https://git.io/vHPcb.
4The SLOC value was collect from GitHub program’s information page.

https://git.io/vHPcb
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presenting the process over the list to collect the necessary information and to improve
the performance of the next step related to the test requirement generation.

Pattern Identification

Following the proposed structure to the pattern extraction process, the first subprocess
is to identify the pattern in the metaprograms. This step is composed of the following
substeps:

1. Parse the metaprogram under test;

2. Identify the pattern instances over the abstract syntax tree;

3. Add a label for each pattern instance found;

4. Get additional information about the instances.

The substep 1 is responsible for parsing the metaprogram to identify the pat-
terns. This parsing in this study case is based on the Rascal language grammar 5. The
Rascal environment defines his grammar, and for it, the Rascal parser is used. In this
instantiation case, it is not necessary to create a parser manually. Another important
point is the definition of the pattern language used by the metaprograms. The Rascal
pattern language is defined as part of the Rascal grammar and the main syntax sym-
bol that defines it is “Pattern”, this symbol is fully defined in Listing A.3 presented in
Appendix A.3.

The identification of pattern from the abstract syntax tree, the substep 2, is
coded in the Rascal language and its implementation is listed in Listing 6.1. This imple-
mentation identifies the patterns from a tree and generates a pattern list. The function
getPatternTree is the function used to implement the identification process in Rascal for
the case study.

This function iterates over all function definitions in the metaprogram under
test and identifies the patterns on each of them. The for command on line 8 imple-
ments this iteration, the if command on line 10 gets information about the current
function, and the if commands on line 16 and 20 identify the type of the function im-
plementation. At the end, the map variable r will store the resultant pattern list. On
lines 25 and 27, the pattern’s abstract syntax tree extraction is done. An auxiliary func-
tion extractPattTree extracts the patterns from the tree variable st.

5The Rascal grammar is defined on the module Rascal.rsc and the version used is available on
https://git.io/vQs3a.

https://git.io/vQs3a
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Listing 6.1: The pattern identify process implemented in the Rascal language. The
metaprogram source language is also Rascal.

1 alias aGPRet = map[str , tuple[str fSig , list[Tree] patts ]];

2
3 public aGPRet getPatternTree(Tree t, set[str] lblFSet) {

4 aGPRet r = ();

5
6 str nm,sig;

7
8 for (/ FunctionDeclaration f := t) {

9 Tree st;

10 if (f has signature) {

11 nm = "<f.signature.name >";

12 sig = "<f.signature >";

13 }

14
15 try {

16 if (f has expression) {

17 st = f.expression;

18 }

19
20 if (f has body) {

21 st = f.body;

22 }

23
24 if (nm in r) {

25 r[nm].patts += extractPattTree(st,lblFSet);

26 } else {

27 r += (nm:<sig , extractPattTree(st,lblFSet)>);

28 }

29 } catch e : println("getPatternTree exception: <e>");

30 }

31
32 return r;

33 }

The algorithm presented was used on the Rascal type checker to identify and
extract the pattern list using the type checker as the metaprogram m. The total num-
ber of patterns in the metaprogram is 1137. Currently, the implementation only treats
three type of patterns: callOrTree, concrete, and descendant, these are related to node,
concrete, and descendant patterns respectively. Each pattern found by the function
extractPattTree is stored in a map structure to generate the pattern result set. For this
case, the algorithm identified 373 patterns and it represents 32.81% of the total. The
time necessary to extract the pattern set was 59 seconds using the reference computer.
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Function Name Patt UP
checkModule 51 17
calculatePatternType 37 27
checkStmt 30 12
bind 25 25
assignInitialPatternTypes 23 18
checkExp 17 13
fullyCheckSingleModule 10 10
checkSingleModulePastAliases 10 10
checkSingleModuleNamesOnly 10 10
loadItem 16 9
checkAssignment 16 2
loadConfiguration 12 9
resolveProduction 12 8
checkDeclaration 11 7
checkSingleModuleAndFinalize 8 8
getDeclarationNames 6 6
extractPatternTree 6 6
checkSingleModuleThroughAliases 6 6
buildAssignableTree 6 3
comparableOrNum 6 3
convertAndExpandThrowType 5 3
loadConfigurationTypes 4 4
computeAdditionType 4 2
loadConfigurationCons 3 3
concreteType 3 3

Function Name Patt UP
checkLiteral 3 3
check 3 3
checkConstructorKeywordParams 3 2
importProduction 2 2
directedConnectedComponents 2 2
checkSyntax 2 2
checkLocationLiteral 2 2
checkBooleanOpsWithMerging 2 2
unknownConstructorFailures 1 1
undefer 1 1
tooManyMatchesFailures 1 1
stripLabel 1 1
resolveSorts 1 1
loadTransType 1 1
loadTransSort 1 1
loadTransConstructor 1 1
inBooleanScope 1 1
getParameters 1 1
finalizeFunctionImport 1 1
convertAndExpandUserType 1 1
checkFunctionDeclaration 1 1
checkFormals 1 1
checkCatch 1 1
arityFailures 1 1
addNameWarning 1 1

Table 6.2: The list of function with patterns extracted from the RTC.

The list of functions which use pattern feature in the Rascal type checker mod-
ule is presented in Table 6.2. The first column presents the function name, the second
“Patt” shows the number of patterns instances for this function, and the “UP” column
the number of unique pattern instance by each function. This list is sorted by the num-
ber of pattern instances for each function, and these instances are filtered using the
pattern kind specified early. The unique patterns are those not identical to other pat-
terns inside the same function. From 342 functions in the module, there are 50 using
the filtered patterns and they are listed in the table.

A sample of the patterns extracted from the RTC module is presented in Ta-
ble 6.3. The case study uses the processed pattern list produced in this step and the
sample presented in the table is extracted from the processed list. The first column
shows the name of the function where the pattern was extracted. The second column
presents the pattern instance extracted from the metaprogram. This instance will be
used by the next step in the pattern-based test process. The third column presents the
pattern instance ID and the last shows the line number of the pattern instance in the
metaprogram. The information collected and used during this case study was the func-
tion name, pattern’s type, ID, and line number.

The pattern identification process instantiated in this case study produced a
pattern list with the following information:
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Function Name Pattern Pattern ID Line Num.
checkStmt (Label)‘<Name n> :‘ p113 4388
checkStmt (Target)‘<Name n>‘ p120 4814
checkStmt (DataTarget)‘<Name n>:‘ p124 5037
checkStmt (LocalVariableDeclaration)‘<Declarator d>‘ p126 5097
checkStmt (LocalVariableDeclaration)‘dynamic <Declarator d>‘ p127 5097
checkStmt (Declarator)‘<Type t> <{Variable ","}+ vars>‘ p128 5098
checkStmt (Variable)‘<Name n> = <Expression _ >‘ p129 5108
checkStmt (Variable)‘<Name n>‘ p130 5108
checkStmt (Variable)‘<Name _> = <Expression init>‘ p131 5109
checkDeclaration (Variable)‘<Name n> = <Expression init>‘ p10 5868
checkDeclaration (Variable)‘<Name n>‘ p11 5868
checkDeclaration (Variable)‘<Name _> = <Expression init>‘ p14 5876

Table 6.3: A sample of the pattern set extracted from the RTC module.

– 373 is the number of patterns identified by the process;

– 32.81% of patterns from the total patterns in the RTC;

– 50 functions are related to these patterns;

– 59 seconds are spent to extract these patterns.

Pattern Processing

The pattern processing step is an instantiation related process that can be used to
change or adapt the pattern list before its uses. In this case study, its was used to
filter the patterns based on their kinds and to eliminate duplication. The number of
patterns in the list can influence the test requirement and test data generation time.
Consequently, the test case execution time also is influenced by that. This relation is
detailed in the following sections.

The Processed Pattern List

The practical result of the pattern extraction process is the processed pattern list. This
list is represented in the case study by a list of files that contains the patterns extracted
from the pattern-based metaprogram. These files are organized by the function where
the pattern instance was founded. As result, each function that contains pattern in-
stances will have a file. The function name is used as the file name for each of these
files.
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Listing 6.2: An example of the content of the pattern processed list file for the function
buildAssignableTree.

1 buildAssignableTree%p1 %5221%( Expression)‘<DecimalIntegerLiteral dil >‘

2 buildAssignableTree%p2 %5266%( OptionalExpression)‘<Expression eFirst >‘

3 buildAssignableTree%p3 %5269%( OptionalExpression)‘<Expression eLast >‘

4 buildAssignableTree%p4 %5300%( OptionalExpression)‘<Expression eFirst >‘

5 buildAssignableTree%p5 %5306%( OptionalExpression)‘<Expression eLast >‘

The pattern processed list file for the function buildAssignableTree is presented on
Listing 6.2. Each line of the file contains a pattern instance extracted from the metapro-
gram and another information about it. These information are separated by the char-
acter ’%’. The first field in the line is the function name and the second is pattern ID.
The third is line number in the metaprogram where of pattern instance was founded
and the last is the pattern instance.

6.2.3 Test Requirements Generation

This section presents the step related to the generation of the test requirement set us-
ing the patterns identified on the previous step. This process is conducted using the
description detailed on the Section 4.2 from Chapter 4. The current process uses the
pattern set as input to it and from it generates the requirement set related to each
pattern-based converge criteria defined in Chapter 5.

The use the original pattern set for all criteria can elevate the cost of the gen-
eration and execution related to the test cases. So, first we discuss the modification of
the original pattern set to optimize it reducing its size. The use of unmodified pattern
set can elevate the generation and test execution times because the number of patterns
instances in a regular pattern-based metaprogram. To show this kind of behaviour, we
present an analysis based on the RTC module and the number of test requirements
associated to it when using the original pattern set.

Description Patterns PCC PECCC PPWCC APCCC
Unique Patterns 163 163 326 52812 1.169× 1049

Filtered Patterns 373 373 746 277512 1.924× 10112

Total Patterns 1137 1137 2274 2583264 1.867× 10342

Table 6.4: The test requirement set size related to each pattern-based criteria to the RTC
module.

Table 6.4 shows the number of test requirements necessary to satisfy each
pattern-based coverage criteria for the RTC. The column “Patterns” presents the num-
ber of patterns for each situation, the “PCC” presents the number of test requirements
for the pattern coverage, the column “ECPCC” presents the number of requirements
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for the each choice pattern coverage, the “PWPCC” shows the number for the pair-
wise pattern coverage and the “ACPCC” the number for the all combinations pattern
coverage. The test requirement set size was calculated using the equations presented in
Section 5.1 of Chapter 5. By the results presented in the table, we can see that the num-
ber of requirements are high to the majority of cases when the total unfiltered patterns
is used as reference.

An alternative to mitigate the problem is use only certain kind of patterns. The
number of patterns applying this approach is shown in the line titled “Filtered Pat-
terns” on the table. With this approach we can reduce the pattern set size significantly,
from 1137 to 373 pattern in the set. The set size reduction has effect on the test require-
ments for all coverage criteria, as we can see in the same table line, but to the highest
cost related criterion, the “APCCC” even this reduction is not enough. An additional
restriction can be applied to the result pattern set to reduce its size even more: the elim-
ination of duplicity on the set. Using this approach we can reduce the pattern set size
to 163, as it can see on the line title “Unique Patterns”. Using these restrictions over
the patterns we can use the majority of the criteria without elevate too much the cost
of the test process. In the case of all pattern combinations criterion even using these
techniques the number of requirements still high, but can be improved by other tech-
niques. This number is reasonable on this context because the complexity related to the
RTC module.

To reduce the time related to the instantiation of the pattern-based test design
process, we divided the pattern set using their source location. This division is based
on the function where the pattern is coded in the metaprogram under test. The result of
this process is a list of pattern set related to the functions coded on the metaprogram.
With this approach we have more flexibility to choose which patterns will be used in
the test process. Using it, we also can restrict the number of test requirement to use
during the test process by select only some patterns related to a set of functions. On
the present test design instantiation we used this strategy and select the most relevant
functions to conduct the rest of process.

Function Name UP PCC PECCC PPWCC APCCC
calculatePatternType 27 27 54 1,404 134, 217.728× 103

checkModule 17 17 34 544 131.072× 103

checkStmt 12 12 24 264 4.096× 103

buildAssignableTree 3 3 6 12 8
Sum of functions 59 59 118 6,172 7.205× 1016

Unique patterns 163 163 326 52,812 1.169× 1049

Table 6.5: The test requirement set size for the selected functions based and the pattern-
based criteria.

In Table 6.5 we summarize the main information about the unique patterns
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and test requirement set size for all coverage criteria by function. The last line of
the table is a reference to the values obtained only using the initial optimizations.
We select four functions based on the number of unique patterns to analyse in de-
tail: calculatePatternType, checkModule, checkStmt, and buildAssignableTree. The first function
calculate the pattern type related to a pattern expression, the second verify the type
information for a module and the third verify the type information for a statement. As
we can see on the table, the number of test requirements for each function is relative
low, but the APCCC criterion still higher than the others. This elevate number of re-
quirements to the APCCC is related to its rigor over the requirements so the cost of it
will be higher on the majority of the cases. Even this criterion presenting the highest
value among the other, its value compared to the value using the unique patterns is
lower and possible of the generation and execution if the rigor justifies its cost.

Using these considerations into the test requirement set generation, this process
starts using the pattern list with unique patterns and categorized by functions. The
process is defined in Section 4.2 and we are using the buildAssignableTree as example
during the presentation. This function has the pattern set Pm = {p1, p2, p3} and the
partition set for it is Q = {q1, q2, q3} each of them composed by two blocks. The block
1 represents the matches (pi) and the block 2 the not match (p̄i). The patterns extracted
from the function are listed into Table 6.6. The table presents the pattern label, pattern
instance text, and line number source of the pattern.

Pattern Label Pattern Instance Line Number
p1 (Expression)‘<DecimalIntegerLiteral dil>‘ 5221
p2 (OptionalExpression)‘<Expression eFirst>‘ 5266
p3 (OptionalExpression)‘<Expression eLast>‘ 5269

Table 6.6: Patterns extracted from the function buildAssignableTree.

The test requirement set for the two initial coverage criteria are the TRPCC =

{p1, p2, p3} and the TRECPCC = {p1, p2, p3, p̄1, p̄2, p̄3}. These sets are related to the pattern
coverage (Definition 5.1) and pattern each choice (Definition 5.2) criteria respectively.
The requirement set for the pair-wise pattern criterion (Definition 5.3) has 12 elements.
Table 6.7 shows these elements and they were combined by the block grouping.

TRACPCC = { p1p2p3, p1p2p̄3,

p1p̄2p3, p1p̄2p̄3,

p̄1p2p3, p̄1p2p̄3,

p̄1p̄2p3, p̄1p̄2p̄3}.

For the all combinations criterion (Definition 5.4), the requirement set has 8 el-
ements. These elements are defined using the three partitions from the set Q. The set
definition for the TRACPCC presents its elements.
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The blocks [p1, p̄1] and [p2, p̄2]
p1p2 p1p̄2
p̄1p2 p̄1p̄2
The blocks [p2, p̄2] and [p3, p̄3]
p2p3 p2p̄3
p̄2p3 p̄2p̄3
The blocks [p3, p̄3] and [p1, p̄1]
p3p1 p3p̄1
p̄3p1 p̄3p̄1

Table 6.7: The test requirement set for the pair-wise pattern coverage using the patterns
from function buildAssignableTree.

The test requirement generation process detailed here using the function
buildAssignableTree as an example is the same made with for the other functions cho-
sen from the module RTC. The next step is the test data generation process, it uses the
requirement sets produced here to generate the test data set to satisfy each of those
requirement sets.

Listing 6.3: An example of the content of the test requirement file for the function
buildAssignableTree and the pattern coverage criterion.

1 p1

2 p2

3 p3

4 p4

5 p5

The practical result of the process is the production of a list of files, each file
contains the requirements for a specific function and coverage criterion. These files
are used to produce the test data sets in the next step. For example, at the end of the
process, the function buildAssignableTree will have a folder with the function name and
this folder contains a file for each criterion. The files have the extension ".ts". Listing 6.3
presents an example of the contents for the function buildAssignableTree and the pattern
coverage criterion. Each line of the file represents a test requirement.

6.2.4 Test Data Generation

The test data generation has the goal of generating a test data set that satisfies the test
requirement set. This data set is presented in Definition 4.5 from Chapter 4. To generate
the set it is necessary to know which sentences from the input language satisfy the
requirements. So, each pattern requirement must be satisfied by at least a sentence and
the union of these sentences will be the resulting test data set. A reference algorithm to
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generate the test data set was presented in Section 4.3.2 and we use it during this case
study.

A central problem that the algorithm tries to solve is to discover a sentence that
satisfies the operations of match or not match for a pattern associated to a requirement.
This problem is defined in the algorithm definition (Definition 4.6) and the relation ◦
represents this problem in the algorithm. The step 2 of the algorithm looks for a symbol
A that A ◦ ti with ti being a test requirement. This symbol A can generate many words
and some of these words can be used to satisfy ti. The step 3 constructs from the result
word set a W set with sentences containing these words. Perhaps, this set W has some
sentences that satisfy the requirement ti and some that don’t. The step 4 filters the set
W , choosing only sentences that satisfy the requirement. All this process is defined
abstractly and in the test design process must be instantiated.

On this case study instance, we used the reference algorithm to guide the imple-
mentation necessary to generate a test set that satisfies each pattern-based criteria. Our
implementation is based on a sentence generator LGen [Hentz, 2010; Moreira et al.,
2013]. The tool is used to generate sentences that match a pattern in the pattern set
using the object grammar definition. This sentence generation process is an implemen-
tation of the step 3 of the reference algorithm. In our instantiation of the process, the
chosen strategy was to divide the module in its functions and use the coverage criteria
on each of them. Because of that, the context information about the function signature
is used by the sentence generation process. This signature is used to extract the start
symbol S defined on the reference algorithm. The relation ◦ is implemented by a Rascal
pattern processing implementation that uses the pattern in the requirement to discover
the nonterminal symbol A used by the LGen sentence generation process. The require-
ments that has a not match operation over the pattern needs special treatments because
it cannot be directed generated by the LGen tool using the defined strategy. Because
this characteristic, we adopt the strategy of use a unique negative case to satisfy all
requirements for this kind in a function. For this case, a systematic manual generation
was used to generate sentences for all requirements of this kind.

The test data generation instance used in this case study the following steps to
produce a test data file used during the case study. To illustrate the process, the pattern
instance (Expression)‘<DecimalIntegerLiteral dil>‘ from buildAssignableTree function will
be used as an example.

1. Extract the nonterminals from the pattern instances. The nonterminal symbols
in the pattern instance are identified and extracted. This step is specific to each
metaprogramming language environment and needs to be implemented dur-
ing the instantiation. In our implementation to Rascal environment, this step is
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made automatically using the processed pattern list and the metaprogram in-
put grammar. In the example, the nonterminals identified are ’Expression’ and
’DecimalIntegerLiteral’.

2. For each nonterminal, a string set is generated using the LGen tool. The example
case we have a string set for the ’DecimalIntegerLiteral’ symbol. This string set
is produced using the metaprogram input grammar. Each symbol identified is
used as start symbol to the generation process executed by the LGen. In this
case study, each set of strings is limited to the size of 50 strings. This string
set is used as a cache to provide string instance when a nonterminal symbol
is used into more than one pattern instance. The number of strings generated
into the set was chosen to reduce the generation time taken by the LGen and to
have enough string instances in the cache to the posterior use. The const 0 is an
example of string generate for the nonterminal ’DecimalIntegerLiteral’.

3. The strings produced in the last step are used to compose new strings us-
ing the pattern instances as a template. These new strings will be used to
produce sentences that are used to test the metaprogram. Using the pattern
example (Expression)‘<DecimalIntegerLiteral dil>‘ and the string produced early
for the ’DecimalIntegerLiteral’ nonterminal, we replace the pattern variable <

DecimalIntegerLiteral dil> by the string generated by the LGen. In this particular
case, the new result string is 0, that is the same of original string in this case but
it is not always the case.

4. To produce a language sentence is necessary to complement the produced string
with a valid prefix. In the case study, this process is also made using the LGen.
The LGen is used to produce the string prefix by generation using the grammar
start symbol until the pattern instance nonterminal. In the example, we used
the Rascal start symbol ’Module’ defined for the input grammar and the pat-
tern nonterminal ’Expression’. The process of chose one string prefix from those
generated by the LGen is manual in the case study. This process was conducted
to achieve the compatibility between the pattern instance and the function sig-
nature where the instance was founded.
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Listing 6.4: The Rascal type checker test set to the pattern coverage criterion for the
function checkDeclaration.

1 //p3, Line 5875

2 public int a3 = 0+0;

3
4 //p5, Line 5876

5 public int a5 = 0+0;

6
7 //p6, Line 5996

8 data d6(int a=0);

9
10 //p4, Line 5875

11 public int a4;

12
13 //p1, Line 5868

14 public int a1 = 0+0;

15
16 //p7, Line 6039

17 data d7(int a=0) = d7();

18
19 //p2, Line 5868

20 public int a2;

21
22 //p8, Line 6061

23 data d8(int a = 0, int b = 0) = d8();

The function checkDeclaration is presented as example. This function has 8 pat-
terns and its pattern set is Pck = {p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6, p7, p8}. From these 8 patterns, we
have 8 pattern coverage, 16 each choice, 112 pair-wise, and 256 all combinations re-
quirements. Listing 6.4 presents the generated test data for the pattern coverage crite-
rion. The comments shown over each test data line presents the pattern label and the
line number on the CheckTypes.rsc module where the pattern was extracted. The pre-
sented test data set satisfies all requirements for the pattern coverage criterion. Here,
it is possible to note that this test data is not minimal, as this feature was not aimed
during the test data generation implementation.

Function Patterns TR Sizes TS Sizes
checkFunctionDeclaration 1 (1,2,-,2) (1,2,-,2)
buildAssignableTree 5 (5,10,40,32) (3,4,9,9)
checkDeclaration 8 (8,16,112,256) (8,9,37,256)
checkStmt 19 (19,38,684,524288) (19,20,191,-)

Table 6.8: The Rascal type checker functions used during the case study.

In this case study, we used 5 function implementations from the Rascal type
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checker to apply the pattern test design process. Table 6.8 presents these functions and
the results obtained by applying the strategy and implementation described. The ta-
ble shows in the second column the number of concrete patterns in each function. The
third column presents the number of test requirements for each function for the pat-
tern, each choice, pair-wise, and all combinations criteria respectively. The last column
shows the number of generated test cases in our experiment to satisfy each of these
criteria, in the same order. The symbol ’-’ in the first and last line represents the not
calculated values. The first case because of the pair-wise criterion needs at least two
patterns and the second case because of the test set for the all combination criterion
could not be generated by our reference machine.

6.2.5 Conclusion

The process described in the previous sections presents the main points related to the
instantiation of the process defined in Chapter 4. Additionally, all material produced
during this evaluation is available online.6 We believe that the presented instantiation
and the complete material available satisfy the evaluation goal 2.

The Research Question 1 is partially answered by the presented case study. This
case study presents an example of a systematic approach using patterns to the testing
of pattern-based metaprograms. The other part related to the quality is discussed in
the next section.

As presented in this section, the cost associated with the instantiation process is
high for the first time in a new metaprogramming environment. After this initial effort,
the cost of the process is low because, as presented in the section, it is only related to
the execution of the produced software with the new metaprogram project. With these
considerations, the evaluation goal 1 is considered archived.

6.3 The Coverage Criteria Family Validation

Aiming the evaluation of the coverage criteria presented in Chapter 5, in this section
we present a validation using these criteria. The goal of this validation is to answer
the Research Questions 1, 2, 3, and 5, the first two related to the Hypothesis 1 and the
last related to Hypothesis 2. This validation process is based on an empirical process
to achieve its goal. The main theoretical base to this validation is the mutation testing
technique. This technique presents an important set of characteristics to the validation
of coverage criteria in general and it has been used in many research projects [Andrews
et al., 2005]. As presented in Chapter 2, this technique basically consists in inject arti-

6https://github.com/chentz78/PatternTesting

https://github.com/chentz78/PatternTesting
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ficial faults into the software under test and check the test set capacity to detect these
faults. The evaluation goals 3 and 4 are used to guide this validation process.

6.3.1 Validation Planning

The validation method presented is based on the mutation technique. Basically, that
consists in a test set generated to satisfy a coverage criteria, a software under test and
a mutation operator set. The main advantage of using this technique is to quantify the
quality variable associated to the pattern-based coverage criteria family. This quality
variable defined to answer Research Question 3 in Chapter 1. Additionally, this strat-
egy can help answering Research Question 5.

To conduct this validation the main control variables are the test case cost and
quality associated to test sets that satisfy each pattern coverage criterion. The first vari-
able, the cost, is defined as the size of the test set, the number of test cases in it. The
second variable is the quality of these test sets in the test of pattern-based metapro-
grams. This variable is associated to the capacity of a test set to detect injected faults.
These faults are injected by the mutation operators used. The variable was defined as
the mutation score obtained by a test set during this validation process. Consequently,
we have some results related to the efficacy for the test set been provided by the qual-
ity variable and other results associated to the efficiency been provided by the cost
variable. To help the understanding of the relation between these two variables and
compare their results, we added a rate variable “Mutation Score / Test Cases”. This
variable represents the score per test case of each result obtained for each different
scenario.

Figure 6.1 presents the flowchart to the coverage criteria validation process. In
the flowchart notation used, the circles represent the process and the rectangles repre-
sent data. It illustrates an overview of the used process, and presents its steps, require-
ments, and results. This process has as requirement a test set, a software under test,
and a mutation operator set. At the beginning of this process these requirements must
be instantiated to be used during the execution. The mutation score is the result of this
process execution.

The validation process begins by the execution of the software under test(SUT).
This execution uses the test set as input and this test set is associated to the coverage
criterion under validation. If the SUT pass on the execution of the test set, the flow goes
to the next step: the mutation process. If the SUT does not pass, the validation process
is stopped. The mutation step uses the mutation operator set to generate mutants from
the SUT. After mutants generation, it is necessary to identify those that are equivalent
to the SUT. This step was conducted manually during this validation and it was made
using code analysis and run-time execution results comparison. The equivalent mu-
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Figure 6.1: Process flow for the coverage criteria family validation process.

tants are discarded and they are not used in the next steps of the process. The next step
is the mutants execution using the input test set. At the end of this step, we have the
mutation score calculated.

On the mutants execution step, the concrete test cases used are adapted from the
test data generated from the coverage criteria and their expected results are obtained
from the SUT execution. These results are obtained from the manual SUT code analysis
and the result of its execution without using an test oracle. Our main goal here is the
validation of the coverage criteria and not the SUT. Because of that, we believe that we
can justify the use of this strategy without definition or a detailed discussion about the
test oracle.

The first effort to conduct this evaluation started by a validation of the pat-
tern coverage criteria applied to a simple metaprogram that calculates the cyclomatic
complexity, the example presented in Listing 3.8. The initial result obtained from this
initial evaluation using only the pattern criterion was presented in the paper [Hentz
et al., 2015]. A complete version using all criteria proposed and the same metaprogram
is presented in the following section. After that, the results obtained from the Rascal
type checker are presented.
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6.3.2 Cyclomatic Complexity Case

Aiming to collect more information about the quality and cost of the pattern-based
coverage criteria, we conduct the same experiment using another metaprogram. This
program is a Rascal implementation of the cyclomatic complexity algorithm, and it was
presented in Listing 3.8 into Section 3.1. The experiment uses two implementations
of the algorithm one for Java, the one presented in the listing, and another one for
Pico [Deursen et al., 1996]. In both situation we used the LGen to generate the test
set, it using the same principles defined in the Rascal type checker case. The coverage
criterion used in these cases is also the production coverage criterion. The grammar
used in the process for this case is translated from Rascal library 7 The test set generated
to the Pico case has 10 test cases, and it achieves 100% of production coverage.

Structure Size
Pico Java

Production Rules 18 272
Terminals 23 98
Nonterminals 9 142

Table 6.9: Grammar statistics for Pico and Java language used in the cyclomatic com-
plexity experiment.

The grammar used for the Java case was translated from the ANTLR grammar 8.
In this case, the reached coverage level was 80% obtained with 85 sentences in the
test set. Table 6.9 presents the size information about the two grammars used in the
experiment.

The process used in this experiment follows the same flow defined in Figure 6.1.
Perhaps, the metaprogram used here is different, and consequently, a new set of mu-
tants were generated for it. The number of mutants generated to the Pico CC imple-
mentation was five with two equivalent and three resulting mutants. The Java case, we
have 22 mutants with eight equivalent and 14 resulting mutants.

Listing 6.5: The central function of the Pico CC implementation.

1 public int calcCC(Statement impl) {

2 int result = 0;

3 visit (impl) {

4 case \ifElseStat(_,_,_) : result += 1; //P1

5 case \whileStat(_,_) : result += 1; //P2

6 }

7 return result;

8 }

7Pico grammar defined in Rascal : https://git.io/vFVP8
8ANTLR Java grammar : https://git.io/vFVPk

https://git.io/vFVP8
https://git.io/vFVPk
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The function calcCC implements the core cyclomatic complexity implementation
to the Pico language. To illustrate the mutation process used in this case during the
validation, the function implementation is presented on Listing 6.5. The function uses
the visitor command, presented on line 3 to 6, to treat each decision structure existent
in the input program. An example of mutation generated from the original function is
presented on Listing 6.6. Line 5 presents the resultant code of the pattern with action
replacement (PWA) mutation operator. This operator replaces an action part of the
visitor command with an exception statement.

Listing 6.6: A mutation of the function calcCC using the operator PWA during the validation
process.

1 public int calcCC(Statement impl) {

2 int result = 0;

3 visit (impl) {

4 case \ifElseStat(_,_,_) : result += 1; //P1

5 case \whileStat(_,_) : throw "mutant! PWA: Remove action from

pattern and action."; //P2

6 }

7 return result;

8 }

Listing 6.7 presents the pattern coverage criteria test data set for the Pico cyclo-
matic complexity case. Using this test data set, the mutation presented on Listing 6.6 is
killed during the mutation process.

Listing 6.7: The test data set for the Pico CC metaprogram using the pattern coverage
criterion.

1 begin declare id0 : natural ; if id0 then id0 := id0 else id0 := id0 fi

end

2 begin declare id0 : natural ; while id0 do od end

Table 6.10 presents the results obtained in the Pico case.The results obtained
from the production coverage is presented in the last line. Observing the table, we see
low number test cases for the pattern-based criteria. This result is justifiable because
the CC implementation only treats a small part of the input grammar. Additionally, the
metaprogram is mostly implemented using patterns. Consequently, this fact justifies
the mutation score/test cases ratio for the production coverage test set.

The results obtained from the Java case are presented in Table 6.11. Concerning
the generation test set size, we can observe that the sets from the pattern and each
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Coverage Criterion Test Set Size Killed Mutants Mutation Score M. Score / Test Cases
Pattern 2 3 100% 50
Each Choice 2 3 100% 50
Pair-wise 4 3 100% 25
All Combinations 4 3 100% 25
Productions 10 3 100% 10

Table 6.10: Results obtained to the Pico CC implementation.

choice criteria have the lowest number of cases. Besides this fact, these two criteria
sustained the quality measure by the mutation score. Looking the mutation score/test
cases rate, we can perceive a better result obtained by the pattern coverage criterion.
The all combinations criterion was not used in this cases because of its high number of
test requirements, 65536 in this specific case. This value is justifiable by the generation
of the test set be a manual process and the high number of test cases. Because this, the
all combinations criterion results is not shown in the table. It is important to note that
the mutation score to the CC implementation is high because of the characteristic of
this metaprogram which has the majority of its implementation using pattern.

Coverage Criterion Test Set Size Killed Mutants Mutation Score M. Score / Test Cases
Pattern 16 13 92.9% 5.8
Each Choice 17 13 92.9% 5.5
Pair-wise 137 13 92.9% 0.7
Productions 85 4 28.6% 0.3

Table 6.11: Results obtained from the Java CC implementation.

6.3.3 Rascal Type Checker Case

Based on the structure and the techniques presented, this section presents the results
obtained by the execution of the Rascal type checker using the test sets generated
from some of functions of the module. These functions are checkFunctionDeclaration,
buildAssignableTree, checkDeclaration, and checkStmt. These results are organized by func-
tion and for each of them the pattern coverage criteria information is presented.

Listing 6.8: Sample of code from function checkDeclaration.

5867 for (v <- vars , v@\loc notin c.definitions <1>, v@\loc notin {l | error(_

,l) <- c.messages }) {

5868 if (( Variable)‘<Name n> = <Expression init >‘ := v || (Variable)‘<Name

n>‘ := v) {

5869 RName rn = convertName(n);

5870 c = addTopLevelVariable(c, rn, false , getVis(vis), v@\loc , rt);

5871 }

5872 }
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To illustrate the mutation process used in this case during the validation, a sam-
ple of function checkDeclaration is presented on Listing 6.8. The example shows the orig-
inal code of the function and the code after the mutation process. This code sample
checks the variable declaration in the Rascal code. Listing 6.9 presents the mutation of
that code using the mutation operator bomb statement replacement (BSR). In this mu-
tation, the commands associated with the first condition of if command are replaced
by a bomb statement.

Listing 6.9: A mutation of the function checkDeclaration using the operator BSR during
the validation process.

5867 for (v <- vars , v@\loc notin c.definitions <1>, v@\loc notin {l | error(_

,l) <- c.messages }) {

5868 if (( Variable)‘<Name n> = <Expression init >‘ := v || (Variable)‘<Name

n>‘ := v)

5869 throw "mutant! BSR1: Remove if conditionals. Case 1.";

5870 }

For the example presented before, the test data generation process produced the
test data set shown on Listing 6.10. This set was produced using the pattern coverage
criterion in the context of the checkDeclaration function. This test data set example kills
the mutant presented in the Listing 6.9.

Listing 6.10: The Rascal type checker test set to the pattern coverage criterion for the
function checkDeclaration.

1 public int a3 = 0+0;

2
3 public int a5 = 0+0;

4
5 data d6(int a=0);

6
7 public int a4;

8
9 public int a1 = 0+0;

10
11 data d7(int a=0) = d7();

12
13 public int a2;

14
15 data d8(int a = 0, int b = 0) = d8();
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Coverage Criterion Test Set Size Killed Mutants Mutation Score M. Score / Test Cases
Pattern 1 4 21.05% 21.05
Each Choice = Pair-
wise = All Combina-
tions

2 4 21.05% 10.53

Table 6.12: Results obtained to the function checkFunctionDeclaration.

Now we present the results produced during the validation for the RTC case.
The first data presented is related to the function checkFunctionDeclaration. Table 6.12
shows the results obtained by running each test set related to the criteria. The first
column presents the criterion name, the second the number of test cases in the test set,
the third presents the number of killed mutants, the fourth presents the mutation score
for it, and the last column presents the rate of mutation score by a test case. The each
choice, pair-wise, and all combinations coverage criteria have the same results for this
specific function case.

Coverage Criterion Test Set Size Killed Mutants Mutation Score M. Score / Test Cases
Pattern 3 11 31.43% 10.48
Each Choice 4 11 31.43% 7.86
Pair-wise 9 11 31.43% 3.49
All Combinations 9 11 31.43% 3.49

Table 6.13: Results obtained to the function buildAssignableTree.

Table 6.13 presents the results obtained by the execution of the mutation pro-
cess for the function “buildAssignableTree”. This function is responsible to extract a tree
representation of the assignable instructions and perform basic checks over it.

Coverage Criterion Test Set Size Killed Mutants Mutation Score M. Score / Test Cases
Pattern 8 17 60.71% 7.59
Each Choice 9 17 60.71% 6.75
Pair-wise 37 17 60.71% 1.64
All Combinations 256 17 60.71% 0.24

Table 6.14: Results obtained to the function checkDeclaration.

Table 6.14 presents the results obtained by the execution of the mutation process
for the function “checkDeclaration”. This function is responsible to check the module
declarations in Rascal.

Coverage Criterion Test Set Size Killed Mutants Mutation Score M. Score / Test Cases
Pattern 19 41 30.15% 1.59
Each Choice 20 41 30.15% 1.51
Pair-wise 191 41 30.15% 0.16
All Combinations* 524288 - - -

Table 6.15: Results obtained to the function checkStmt.
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Table 6.15 presents the results obtained by the execution of the mutation process
for the function “checkStmt”. This function is responsible for checking the type informa-
tion of Rascal statements. The all combinations criterion was not used to generate a test
set because of its elevated number of test cases. Because this, the table line with the in-
formation about this coverage criterion was suppressed. Based on the test requirement
number for this criterion, the number of test cases for it will be 524288. Consequently,
the generation process for that test set takes more the four hours without finish the
process. Associated to this fact, the execution time for this test set will be too high.

In each result presented for the selected functions, the number of killed mu-
tants is the same for each coverage criterion presented. For example, in the function
“buildAssignableTree” the number of killed mutants are 11 (Table 6.13) for all criteria.
This value repeats because of a characteristic of the metaprogram under test for the
analyzed functions. The Rascal type checker module is implemented using the pat-
terns in a specific way, the patterns are used to parse specific constructions in the input
program. During the type checking process, an external information is necessary to be
used in conjunction with the patterns to execute some parts of the program. Because
of the described characteristics, the use of different pattern-based criterion during this
evaluation does not present influence over the number of killed mutations.

Listing 6.11: A sample from the function buildAssignableTree.

5246 if (isTupleType(atree@atype) && isIntType(tsub)) {

5247 if (( Expression)‘<DecimalIntegerLiteral dil >‘ := sub) {

5248 tupleIndex = toInt("<dil >");

5249 if (tupleIndex < 0 || tupleIndex >= size(getTupleFields(atree@atype)

)) {

5250 failtype = makeFailType("Tuple index must be between 0 and <size(

getTupleFields(atree@atype))-1>",sub@\loc);

5251 return < c, subscriptNode(atree ,tsub)[@atype=failtype ][@at=assn@\

loc] >;

5252 } else {

5253 return < c,subscriptNode(atree ,tsub)[@atype=getTupleFields(

atree@atype)[tupleIndex ]][@at=assn@\loc][ @literalIndex=

tupleIndex] >;

5254 }

5255 } else {

5256 return < c, subscriptNode(atree ,tsub)[@atype=Symbol ::\ value ()][@at=

assn@\loc] >;

5257 }

5258 }

To illustrate the metaprogram characteristic, Listing 6.11 presents a sample ex-
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tracted from the function “buildAssignableTree”, for example. This sample is composed
of a conditional command if coded on line 5246. This if command is based on the
evaluation of the variables atree and tsub. Inside this command on line 5247, there is
another if based on the pattern (Expression)‘<DecimalIntegerLiteral dil>‘ and the func-
tion parameter sub. This pattern was used during the validation process and has a test
case to cover it. But this test case only can execute the line of code where the pattern
is located when the variables atree and tsub have a specific configuration. In this case,
these variables are associated with a specific pattern and they are not controlled by the
validation process. The internal if command on line 5247 cannot be executed without
a specific valuation for those variables. This characteristic illustrated by the presented
example is recurrent in the other functions analyzed. Because of this, the number of
killed mutation in those functions’ tables are also the same.

The problem of the association of an input data with the determined code exe-
cution is called recheability [Ammann and Offutt, 2008] and it is a complex test problem
related to the automatic test data generation. As result, all mutations related to the
pattern-based if, in this presented case, are not killed by any test case from any cover-
age criterion. It is important to note that the coverage criteria and test design process
do not take in consideration during the requirements and the test data generation the
reachability problem. As result of this, the situation described early can happen during
the test process. In some cases, this reachability problem can mitigate the quality of the
generated test set.

The example presented in Listing 6.11 has many if commands, but only one
command with a pattern associated with it. With this kind of pattern usage, the use
of more elaborated pattern-based criteria is not justifiable. The presence of only one
pattern and the combination of this pattern with itself does not make sense. Another
situation is when there are many patterns in a function implementation but these pat-
terns do not produce a change in the metaprogram execution when combined. This
last case is observed in some of the other functions analyzed. Because all functions an-
alyzed present one of these situations, the data results presented in Tables 6.12, 6.13,
6.14, and 6.15 can be justified.

Grammar-Based Testing

The grammar-based testing strategy is used to generate a test set and execute it using
the same mutation strategy explained previously. The goal of this process is to obtain
data about this test set and compare with those obtained from the pattern-base cri-
teria. The test set was generated using the LGen tool and using the Rascal grammar
as input. The grammar was translated from the Rascal grammar definition module,
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“Rascal.rsc” 9, to the LGen notation. Table 6.16 presents the basic information about the
Rascal grammar, this information gives a notion about the size of the grammar. The
coverage criteria used during this process was production coverage criterion, and it is
available in the tool. Because the grammar’s size and its complexity, the tool generates
130 sentences with 41.48% of production coverage. The generated test set was adapted
to replace the lexical symbols that are not generated by LGen, it because the LGen does
not support the generation of lexical symbols.

Structure Size
Production Rules 518
Terminals 180
Nonterminals 131

Table 6.16: Grammar statistics for Rascal language used in the evaluation.

To evaluate the capacity of the grammar-based test set to be used with the Ras-
cal typer checker module, we used the Rascal parser and type checker to verify the
sentences in the test set. With this process, we verified that 121 sentences from the
grammar-based test set are parsable. The nine sentences are not parsable because the
Rascal grammar and parser have support for more verification constructions than the
LGen input grammar notation. An example of these verification constructions is the
declaration and detection of ambiguities (LGen assumes that the input grammar is not
ambiguous.). During the verification using the type checker, none of 121 parsable sen-
tences was checked. This result was expected because the LGen tool only generates
sentences using the syntax definition provided by the context-free input grammar and
it does not provide direct support to more advanced constructions.

To collect information to answer the evaluation goal 4, we need to use this
grammar-based test set in the mutation process. Because of it, we executed the mu-
tation process using this test set and with the same environment used for the pattern-
based test sets. The execution using this test set did not kill any mutants, and its mu-
tation score is 0%. This result is justifiable because the grammar-based technique uses
the syntax definition of the input language and it does not include the semantic restric-
tions over the language. Because of this, the type checker detected all invalid sentences
generated by the LGen tool.

In this case, the test set generated by the grammar-based technique can be used
to represent the invalid sentences that can be used during the test of the type checker.
Using this approach, the test set can be a complementation for the test set generated
by the pattern-based technique. As result, there is a gain in quality when is used the
grammar-based and pattern-based test sets in conjunction. This gain is the capacity of

9The module version used on this work was 4e9cd4e and it is available on https://git.io/vQs3a.

https://git.io/vQs3a
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the result test process to cover invalid situations for the pattern-based metaprogram
under test.

6.3.4 Conclusion

To help the discussion about the presented results, we summarized the information
previously shown using the average of the value obtained on each function. Table 6.17
presents these results. The table is formatted using the same column structure of the
previous section, and each of his values is calculated from the results of the selected
functions. The average pattern instances used in the functions is 8.25.

Coverage Criterion Test Set Size Killed Mutants Mutation Score M. Score / Test Cases
Pattern 7.75 18.25 35.84% 10.18
Each Choice 8.75 18.25 35.84% 6.66
Pair-wise 59.75 18.25 35.84% 3.96
All Combinations 131138.75 10.67 37.73% 4.75

Table 6.17: The summarized results using the average calculation obtained from the
selected functions.

The test set size information presented in the table represents the cost obtained
from each coverage criterion executed. The pattern coverage requires a small test set
size to be satisfied. This reduced size is a consequence of few requirements and it is
proportional to number of patterns to cover. Each choice criterion has a test set size
close to the pattern criterion which also represents few test cases in average. This value
is close because the strategy used to generate the negative cases is based on a unique
negative case that does not match with any pattern in the requirement set.

The pair-wise test set is larger than those two firsts criteria because the num-
ber of requirements for this criterion is also higher. The number of tests in the set is
not close to the number of requirements because each test usually satisfies many re-
quirements, eliminating of some duplicity during the test data generation. The test
size for all combinations is always the number of requirements. The result value for
this case is not higher because when the number of requirements was high in the func-
tion “checkStmt” case, then the test set was not generated.

Based on the given cost definition, the results present a low cost to the pattern
and each choice criteria. In the pair-wise case, this cost increased but without a gain
on the mutation score. Finally, the all combinations criterion presents the highest cost.
With this information, we can add more evidence to construct an affirmative answer
to the research question 2.

The mutation score information presented in the table is interpreted as the qual-
ity variable associated with a coverage criterion. The pattern and each choice criteria
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present the same mutation score. The all combinations differ from others because it
does not have the killed mutation information for all used functions.

During the evaluation, we used one test set from the Rascal implementation
to compare its results with those obtained from the pattern-based sets. This module,
“DataTypeTCTests.rsc” 10, has 44 test cases and 49 SLOC. Using the same evaluation en-
vironment, this module killed 6 of all 218 mutants generated during the process or the
mutation score of 2.75%. It is important to note that the module was not developed to
test only the selected functions, and it is not used as a reference to compare with our
results but can provide us an insight about the relative cost and quality of the pattern-
based test sets.

At this point, the quality variable can be analyzed using the presented results.
The pattern coverage criteria present an improvement over the tested metaprogram.
Although the resulting mutation coverage is not as good as the one obtained in the cy-
clomatic complexity example, it is better than the coverage obtained with the grammar-
based test set. This result can partly be justified by the quality of the test data gener-
ation used during the validation and partly by the characteristic of the selected func-
tions. Using the data presented obtained using the pattern coverage criterion, we can
conclude that the metaprogram under test can be improved in relation to its quality
using the criterion. Because of this improvement, we can answer completely the Re-
search Question 1. Aditionally, the Research Question 3 is answered as acceptable, but
the quality will be related to the quality of the test data used in the test process. This
test data quality can probably be improved to achieve better results.

Coverage Criterion Test Set Size Killed Mutants Mutation Score M. Score / Test Cases
Pattern 31 73 33.49% 1.08
Each Choice 35 73 33.49% 0.96
Pair-wise 239 73 33.49% 0.14
All Combinations 524555 32 14.68% 0.00

Table 6.18: The global results using the sum calculation from the selected functions.

Table 6.18 presents the global results obtained from each function and calcu-
lated using a summed version for each criterion result. This table uses the same struc-
ture presented earlier and gives a global view of the numbers obtained with each cri-
terion. We can observe that the test set size is increasing from the pattern to all combi-
nations criteria, it is reasonable because they have a different level of rigor. This same
increment can be observed in the CC case. It is important to note that the increase
rate in the test set size column may be influenced by the test case generation process.
Additionally, the test set size and killed mutants for the all combinations criterion do

10The “DataTypeTCTests.rsc” test module represents 13.05% of the entire RTC test set and it is avail-
able on https://git.io/vHPCE.

https://git.io/vHPCE
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not present a conclusive information based on the evaluation conducted. This situa-
tion happens because the test set for the function “checkStmt” can not be generated and,
consequently, the values for this particular criterion are lower than the expected ones.

As defined in the evaluation methodology, we defined two evaluation goals re-
lated to the results obtained from the use of the pattern-based coverage criteria using
the mutation technique as validation. During this validation, we used two metapro-
grams as case studies: the Rascal Type Checker and the Cyclomatic Complexity. With
the results presented in Tables 6.17, 6.18, 6.10, and 6.11, we consider the evaluation
goals 3 and 4 achieved.

Based on the results obtained during the evaluation, the pattern coverage cri-
terion is the only criterion recommended to be used in the testing of pattern-based
metaprograms that have the same characteristics of the present case studies. This rec-
ommendation is based on its mutation score and test case relation that presents the
best results for all functions analyzed in the evaluation. During the evaluation, we
only used one type of pattern for the Rascal language. This fact also contributes to
the recommendation over the use of the pattern criterion. The evaluation process pre-
sented and the metaprograms analyzed do not provide a conclusive evidence of the
advantage on the use more elaborated patterns criteria instead of the pattern coverage
criterion.

6.4 Threats to the Validity of the Experiments

The main threat to the validity of the presented validation is the number of functions
used to conduct the validation. Besides the use of a real and complex pattern-based
metaprogram, the set of functions used should be close to all functions with the pattern
instances to provide a broader and a more detailed information about the use of the
proposed criteria. Another point that can influence the presented results is the type of
pattern instances used during the validation. In this case, the resulting mutation scores
could have been improved because with a larger variety of pattern types it is more
probable that the test case can detect the mutations.

The mutation operator set used in the validation consisted of some traditional
operators and some specifically designed for the mutation of pattern based metapro-
grams. This combination, however, was not itself validated in the context of simulation
of common faults in pattern-based metaprograms. This limitation can contribute to im-
precise results. This problem can be treated by validating and improving the mutation
operator set used during the validation. Another improvement in this direction is the
use of a source code coverage information collected during the validation process. This
information can contribute to a more realistic knowledge about the code execution and,
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consequently, the quality of the test set used in the process.

The test data generation process used during the case study influences the cost
and quality of the results. This characteristic can be improved by using a more elab-
orate process to generate the test data set. The current version only uses the syntax
information from the pattern and the function signature to generate these data, and it
can be improved by using another information, like the pattern instance context, on
the process.

Another important consideration is the use of a unique test set representing the
criterion to validate it. The generation of the test data to construct the test set is out of
the scope of this project, but this process influences the results obtained by a criterion
during the validation. An alternative to mitigate this problem is to use a generation
algorithm that always generates a minimal set 11. Without using a minimal test set
can be difficult to obtain conclusive information about the cost and quality precisely.
However, generating a minimal test set for a coverage criterion is not trivial, and in
the case of grammar-based testing this problem is not treated as well [Kossatchev and
Posypkin, 2005; Purdom, 1972; Lämmel, 2001].

11The minimal test set is a set with the lowest number of elements necessary to satisfy a coverage
criterion.
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Related Work

This chapter presents a comparison and discussion of some research and tools that
can be related to the current work. It is important to note that research dealing with
metaprogram testing is relatively new, with some particular exceptions, such as devel-
opment (and testing) of compilers. So, we could not find research works aiming the
test of these metaprograms directly. We present in this section some related research
works that can be applied to the testing of metaprograms with some modification or
adaptation.

The presented works in this chapter are divided by the approach used in the
testing process: Grammar-Based testing 7.1, Bounded-Exhaustive Testing 7.2 and Con-
colic Testing 7.3.

7.1 Grammar-Based Testing

Grammar-based testing has been used in compiler testing for many years [Boujarwah
and Saleh, 1997; Kossatchev and Posypkin, 2005]. Because compilers are a specific kind
of metaprograms, other kinds of metaprograms could be tested using similar tech-
niques. Based on these premises, we used as a comparison basis these testing tech-
niques because they are consolidated and present positive results in many compiler
applications.

The first tool that we can compare is the YouGen [Hoffman et al., 2011]. This tool
generates test data based on a context-free grammar definition. The important features
of the tool are the restriction over the generation process based on the grammar non-
terminal coverage and the control over the depth of derivation trees based on annota-
tions. Besides the power of these features, as presented in the original work, the tool
does not provide or discuss the support for different coverage criteria. Consequently,
the use of the tool only provides the support to the production coverage criterion. The
main problem to apply directly YouGen to the pattern-based testing of metaprograms
is that it relies on the filters using the grammar information. Consequently, this tech-
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nique only reduces the test set generated by the tool but with the same cost related
to the generation process using all grammar information. So, the pattern information
related to the metaprogram under test is not used. Using the proposed approach is
possible to reach a more efficiently generation process because not all grammar infor-
mation like productions is used, but only those related to the patterns associated with
the metaprogram.

A similar tool based on the context-free grammars is the LGen [Hentz, 2010;
Moreira et al., 2013]. The tool is based in the language enumeration using the input
grammar and imposing restrictions over the process. This tool has a similar strategy
as YouGen, but with two main differences: the tool provides a set of grammar-based
coverage criteria, and it allows the implementation of new coverage criteria. The im-
plementation of new criteria can be done using a framework provided by the tool.
Consequently, the implementation task is relatively simple. The tool provides the tradi-
tional grammar-based coverage criteria implemented using this framework, and these
implementations can be used as a reference to implement a criterion. As in the case of
YouGen, the language enumeration algorithm makes the cost of the generation process
using the patterns is high. Additionally, the size of the tool generated test set is bigger,
in general, comparing to those generated using the pattern-based coverage criteria. It
can be justified by the enumeration and filter strategy and the not use of the pattern
information from the metaprogram under test. Consequently, the cost associated with
the execution of the resulting test set is also higher.

Besides the limitations presented by the LGen tool, we used it to generate parts
of the test data during the case study. The strategy was to use the tool to generate these
parts test data for a pattern based on the types, nonterminals in the tool input gram-
mar, declared on it. These types were used as start symbol to the input grammar and
the sentence generated saved to a posterior composition to form complete test data.
This adaptation was made with the tool as concept proof to the use the LGen with
the pattern information. We did this process with the LGen because it was developed
by us, consequently, the support and implementation are faster and simpler than with
the other tools. Additionally, we planning to add support to the pattern-based cover-
age criteria to the LGen tool, using the lessons learned during this project, in a future
project.

In the same direction, the XTextGen [Härtel et al., 2014] generates test-data
based from grammars. This tool has a different approach to generate the data. It
uses Cantor pairing and mandatory multiplicity control. With these approach, the
generation process is split into two phases. First, an enumeration process and then
a semantics-directed post-processing over the result a set of transformation. With
XTextGen it should be possible, in principle, to generate the test data that satisfies
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the pattern-based coverage criteria. An appropriate encoding would have to be devel-
oped to do so, which would amount to an alternative implementation of our sentence
generation implementation.

7.2 Bounded-Exhaustive Testing

Bounded-exhaustive testing [Khurshid, 2004] is an automated approach that exhaustively
testing all inputs within a given bound. The main idea behind this strategy is that many
faults can be revealed within small bounds and it covers all “corner cases" within this
bound. The testing of metaprograms can also use the bounded-exhaustive testing to
generate the input programs to test these metaprograms. Because that, we present here
a set of research efforts that can be related to the test of metaprograms and compare
they with the pattern-based approach.

The first work related to the bounded-exhaustive testing is the ASTGen [Daniel
et al., 2007]. The ASTGen is an imperative, iterative, composable and generic test data
generation framework used to create abstract syntax trees(AST). It uses bounded-
exhaustive approach for generating test programs within a given bound. These pro-
grams are generated in AST format and the framework can generate a complex struc-
tured test program. The ASTGen uses an imperative generator strategy to define how
the programs are generated. It can be used to test applications that take programs as
input in general, but the main results presented are related to the Java language and
refactoring engines.

Jagannath et al. [Jagannath et al., 2009] propose several ways of reducing the
cost of bounded-exhaustive testing by sparse test generation and structural test merg-
ing. The sparse test generation consists in skip some tests cases to reduce the time to
the first failing test case. The structural test merging smaller inputs into fewer bigger
inputs instead a larger number of smaller inputs. This is done to achieve a reduction in
the test case generation and execution time. The authors also proposed an oracle-based
test clustering technique to reduce the inspection time over the results produced by the
process. As results, the authors obtained a cost reduction from the bounded-exhaustive
testing of the Eclipse refactoring engine while preserve the original fault-detection ca-
pability.

The SafeRefactor [Soares, 2010] is a tool that aiming to make the refactoring
process safer. This tool is based on testing to verify a refactoring process in the Java
code. The tool JDolly is used to automatic generate the Java programs that is used dur-
ing the refactoring verification. This tool uses the ASTGen framework in the program
creation process. An important feature of the tool is it generates the programs using
constraints received as parameters, these constraints can be specified using the Alloy
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language[Jackson, 2002]. This specification is used during the generation to find inputs
that satisfy the input constraints. As result, the tool uses the bounded-exhaustive test-
ing approach to generate all input programs for a given bound. The JDolly tool was
used later to generate java programs [Soares et al., 2013]. A new tool CDolly [Mongiovi
et al., 2014] using the same JDolly strategy to generate C programs. A new tool com-
posed from JDolly and CDolly is defined as Dolly with support to the both languages.

UDITA [Gligoric et al., 2010] is a language extension of Java with support to
non-deterministic choices. This tool can also generate Java programs based on con-
straints that are resolved by the Java Path Finder model checker and it implements a
bounded-exhaustive testing. The extension provides two main features: a new lan-
guage for describing tests and a new test generation algorithm. The language adds to
Java the support to non-deterministic choice commands and an object pool abstrac-
tion. This pool allows the tester to control generation of linked structures, including
trees, DAGs, cyclic graphs, and domain-specific data structures. The new test genera-
tion algorithm presents efficient techniques for test generation by systematic execution
of non-deterministic programs. These techniques are based on a systematic exploration
performed by explicit-state model checkers to obtain the effect of bounded-exhaustive
testing.

These presented tools based on the bounded-exhaustive testing can be used in
conjunction to these tools. First, the pattern test design is not based on a specific tech-
nology. Consequently, during the instantiation phase of the process these tools could be
used to generate the test sets that satisfy the coverage criteria proposed on this work.
The main challenge to do this process is the support for these test tools to support
the generation for different languages and even for different programming language
paradigms, for example the case of the Rascal language.

The second important aspect is the model checker implementation with support
to different languages and specially with support to a pattern related theory. The first
point could be difficult to resolve for the UDITA tool because its use of the Java Path
Finder model checker. This because this model checker is based on the Java bytecode
execution by a Java Virtual Machine. The Dolly tool can be used if there is an exten-
sion to support the object language used by the metaprogram under test. For this tool,
the model checker Alloy is not a language related and there is no language restriction
associated to it. Perhaps, the pattern base theory must be translated to the Alloy spec-
ification. If there is this kind of translation, the restrictions defined by the proposed
pattern-based criteria can be specified and the Dolly tool can be used. The ASTGen
does not use a model checker to apply constraints to its generation process. Because it,
the only concern is the support to multi-languages by the tool.

Our proposed implementation does not use the bounded-exhaustive strategy.
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Because it, the generation process constructs the test data/program directly from the
patterns extracted from the metaprogram under test or other artifact. This simplify the
generation process and consequently reduce the cost of it. It is important to note that
the case of negative pattern requirements(those that defines that the pattern does no
match) necessary to a criterion is more complex to be solved by a direct construct test
data from the pattern requirement.

7.3 Concolic Testing

With concolic testing [Sen et al., 2005] a similar effect of selecting the right test cases
could be achieved as our approach can. Basically, the concolic testing is based on sym-
bolically simulating a program for a given test input and using a SMT solver or theo-
rem prover to generate the next input which will cover a different execution path than
the previous test input did for a program under test. Despite it will be possible, in the-
ory, to apply the same technique to the metaprograms, it is necessary to have support
by the SMT Solver to grammar and pattern matching to it and implement a simulation
engine for the metalanguage used for this approach reach similar results. Otherwise,
our generation approach simpler and lightweight. This because it is not necessary to
have an efficient SMT Solver and neither the simulation engine. In our approach, pre-
sented in the instantiation shown in Chapter 6, just needs just a pattern extraction tool
and a sentence generator.
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Conclusions

In this thesis, we aiming contribute to the testing process of the metaprograms. As
shown, these programs have some particular characteristics that create new challenges
to their testing. The pattern matching mechanism is a valuable resource, and many
metaprogramming languages provide it. We provide a systematic approach for the
verification process of the pattern-based metaprograms that use the pattern matching.
This approach is based on the pattern-based test design process presented in Chapter 4.
The test design process defines a framework that can be instantiated to conduct the
test process for these kinds of metaprograms. The pattern-based coverage criteria were
proposed, in Chapter 5, to give a systematic approach to generate the test datasets used
during the test design process. They also provide a different level of rigor to the test
design process.

Taking into consideration the Hypotheses presented in Section 1.3, we achieved
the following results:

Hypothesis 1: The test design based on pattern information from pattern-based metaprograms
contributes to the quality of the testing of these programs.

This hypothesis was investigated using three primary concerns: (1) the cost of
using the test design process, (2) the quality of test set produced using the pattern
information, and (3) the flexibility allowed when the criteria are used. These concerns
a defined by three research questions:

– Research Question 1: Can the test design based on pattern information from pattern-
based metaprograms contribute to the quality of the testing of these programs?
Yes. The process of generation of a test set using the pattern information was
presented in Section 6.2 for the Rascal language. In the presented case study, the
generation was semi-automatic using the LGen tool as grammar-based sentence
generator and adapting these sentences to be executed by the test case format
used by Rascal. Additionally, in the Section 6.3 is presented the result related to
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the usage of the pattern coverage criterion and its contribution to the quality of
the pattern-based metaprogram.

– Research Question 2: Is the cost of the generation of a test set using the pattern infor-
mation to the test of a pattern-based metaprogram acceptable?
Yes. The cost of use of LGen tool was related to the modeling a form to use the
tool with the pattern information. We also added some features to the tool to
improve the generation process. The overall cost was not elevated, but some
points can be improved. An example is the extension of the tool with the sup-
port to use the information from patterns.

– Research Question 3: Is the quality of the generated test set using the pattern informa-
tion to the test of a pattern-based metaprogram acceptable?
Yes. This question was investigated by a validation process of the pattern-based
coverage criteria done in Section 6.3. During the validation process, the results
obtained indicate that using the pattern information by the proposed coverage
criteria presents a certain level of quality to the test sets analyzed. The results
can be improved by using an improved implementation of the test data gener-
ation process, as discussed early.

– Research Question 4: Does the pattern-based coverage criteria family allow a flexibility
of rigor on the testing of pattern-based metaprograms?
Yes. The relation among the coverage criteria are analyzed, and the subsump-
tion relation was shown in Section 5.2. Based on this, it is possible to use a spe-
cific coverage criterion to achieve a certain level of rigor with a cost associated
with this choice.

This work presents evidence that sustains the Hypothesis 1. This claim is based
on the results obtained for each of the research questions detailed previously. So, we
can conclude that pattern information can be used to the test of pattern-based metapro-
grams. The test design process and the coverage criteria proposed here are no perfect
and can be improved by a future work detailed in the next section.

Hypothesis 2: The combination of pattern-based and grammar-based testing contributes to
increase the quality of the testing of pattern-based metaprograms.

This hypothesis claims about the combination of different coverage criteria,
pattern-based and grammar-based, to improve the testing of pattern-based metapro-
grams. The research question used to guide the investigation about it is discussed be-
low.
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– Research Question 5: What is the gain on quality, if any, for the use of the test sets from
pattern-based and grammar-based criteria together in relation to the use of each of them
individually?
The grammar-based test sets can be used to improve the overall testing process
for the pattern-based metaprograms. These test sets in our case study can be
used to represent the situations where fault programs are given to the metapro-
gram under test. This kind of situation is not treated by the pattern-based test
design or criteria. Consequently, the grammar-based test set can contribute to
the overall quality of the testing process.

8.1 Future Work

This thesis has come to an end, but there are some opportunities for future work. Bel-
low, we present some points that can be research and improved in the future:

1. The pattern-design test design and criteria provide a conceptual framework to
improve the test of pattern-based metaprograms using patterns. It is essential
to implement a software environment that supports this framework and con-
duct to the right use of it. A software implementation that uses and improves
the steps presented in the case study can bring the pattern-based testing to
real metaprograms projects. There are some challenges when trying to imple-
ment this software. First, the software should be language agnostic as possible.
This characteristic because the pattern-based testing is not related to a specific
metaprogramming language and can be used in many of them with direct sup-
port to the patterns or not. Second, the test set generation based on the proposed
pattern criteria. For this goal, the use of a better grammar-based tool can help in
this direction. Another important point is the generation of concrete test cases
for a specific metaprogram. This process was conducted ad-hoc here and must
be improved to this kind of software implementation.

2. The proposed coverage criteria family had as reference some coverage criteria
that uses equivalence partition technique. However, other criteria can be used
to define a pattern equivalent to them. These criteria can be investigated, and
their data can be compared with those proposed in this work. An example is the
Base Choice Coverage [Ammann and Offutt, 2008]. It is an intermediary criterion
between the All Combinations and Each Choice criteria concerning the criteria
subsumption.

3. The coverage criteria validation was conducted using the LGen tool to generate
the sentences during the elaboration of the test sets related to the pattern-based
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coverage criteria. We can evaluate the use of another tool like the YouGen [Hoff-
man et al., 2011] or XTextGen [Härtel et al., 2014] to this task. We believe that
these tools can improve the sentence generation process to the pattern-based
criteria, to generate a complete test set to evaluate better the grammar-based
criteria and consequently improve the comparison of their results with the pat-
tern criteria.

4. The validation process related to the proposed coverage criteria can be im-
proved by adding more functions and kind of patterns from Rascal Type
Checker to evaluate it. This addition can improve the data about the pattern-
based criteria and give us more information about the exact behavior of these
criteria during the testing of a pattern-based metaprogram.

5. During the case study realization we realize that pattern information can be
used to improve the grammar-based test data generation. The LGen tool pro-
vides a flexible framework to generate sentences based on a context-free gram-
mar. This tool can be extended to implement the pattern-based coverage criteria.
As discussed in Chapter 7, there is no theoretical research and implemented tool
with this feature implemented in the grammar-based community. This kind of
implementation can support the use of the pattern-based test design and criteria
in metaprograms projects.

6. During the theoretical foundation about the pattern matching presented in
Chapter 3, we presented a formalization of the patterns based on term trees.
Besides this formalization been a well know and used one, it defines only the
variable feature for the pattern language definition. To improve the abstrac-
tion capacity of the pattern formalism used in the coverage criteria definitions,
we can investigate the formalization using the lambda calculus defined by Jay
[2009] to achieve this improvement goal. Additionally, with this new formaliza-
tion, we can investigate the possibility of using the patterns to describe some
semantic characteristics of the metaprogram’s input program aiming the im-
provement of the metaprograms’ testing process.
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A

The Rascal Implementations

A.1 Rascal Mutator

Listing A.1 presents an extract from the module “ModuleMutator.rsc” 1 that implements
the mutation operators.

1The module is available on https://git.io/vFVIl.
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Listing A.1: The mutator module implemented in Rascal.
61 private set[str] muOpers = {
62 //"ABS",
63 "COR1","COR2","COR3","COR4","COR5","COR6",
64 "BSR1","BSR2","BSR3","BSR4","BSR5",
65 "PWA","PWAR"
66 };
67
68 tuple[bool ,PatternWithAction] muOperPattAction("PWA", (PatternWithAction) ‘<

Pattern p> : <Statement _>‘) = <true ,
69 (PatternWithAction) ‘<Pattern p> : throw "mutant! PWA: Remove action from

pattern and action.";‘>
70 when !(p is concrete);
71
72 tuple[bool ,PatternWithAction] muOperPattAction("PWAR", (PatternWithAction) ‘<

Pattern p> =\> <Replacement _>‘) = <true ,
73 (PatternWithAction) ‘<Pattern p> : throw "mutant! PWAR: Remove pattern rewrite."

;‘>
74 when !(p is concrete);
75
76 default tuple[bool ,PatternWithAction] muOperPattAction(str opId ,

PatternWithAction pa) = <false ,pa >;
77
78 tuple[bool ,Statement] muOperStm("BSR1", (Statement) ‘if (<{ Expression ","}+ cond

>) <Statement s>‘) = <true ,
79 (Statement) ‘if (<{ Expression ","}+ cond >)
80 ’ throw "mutant! BSR1: Remove if conditionals. Case 1.";‘>
81 when !(cond is concrete);
82
83 tuple[bool ,Statement] muOperStm("BSR2", (Statement) ‘if (<{ Expression ","}+ cond

>) <Statement s> else <Statement t>‘) = <true ,
84 (Statement) ‘if (<{ Expression ","}+ cond >) throw "mutant! BSR2: Remove if

conditionals. Case 2."; else <Statement t>‘ >
85 when !(cond is concrete);
86
87 tuple[bool ,Statement] muOperStm("BSR3", (Statement) ‘if (<{ Expression ","}+ cond

>) <Statement s> else <Statement t>‘) = <true ,
88 (Statement) ‘if (<{ Expression ","}+ cond >) <Statement s> else throw "mutant!

BSR3: Remove if conditionals. Case 3.";‘ >
89 when !(cond is concrete);
90
91 tuple[bool ,Statement] muOperStm("BSR4", (Statement) ‘while (<{ Expression ","}+

cond >) <Statement s>‘) = <true ,
92 (Statement) ‘while (<{ Expression ","}+ cond >) throw "mutant! BSR4: Remove while

conditionals.";‘ >
93 when !(cond is concrete);
94
95 tuple[bool ,Statement] muOperStm("BSR5", (Statement) ‘for (<{ Expression ","}+

cond >) <Statement s>‘) = <true ,
96 (Statement) ‘for (<{ Expression ","}+ cond >) throw "mutant! BSR5: Remove for

conditionals.";‘ >
97 when !(cond is concrete);
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116 default tuple[bool ,Statement] muOperStm(str opId , Statement stm) = <false ,stm >;
117
118 tuple[bool ,Expression] muOperExp("COR1", (Expression) ‘<Expression lhs > \>= <

Expression rhs >‘) = <true ,
119 (Expression) ‘<Expression lhs > \<= <Expression rhs >‘>;
120
121 tuple[bool ,Expression] muOperExp("COR2", (Expression) ‘<Expression lhs > \<= <

Expression rhs >‘) = <true ,
122 (Expression) ‘<Expression lhs > \>= <Expression rhs >‘>;
123
124 tuple[bool ,Expression] muOperExp("COR3", (Expression) ‘<Expression lhs > \< <

Expression rhs >‘) = <true ,
125 (Expression) ‘<Expression lhs > \> <Expression rhs >‘>;
126
127 tuple[bool ,Expression] muOperExp("COR4", (Expression) ‘<Expression lhs > \> <

Expression rhs >‘) = <true ,
128 (Expression) ‘<Expression lhs > \< <Expression rhs >‘>;
129
130 tuple[bool ,Expression] muOperExp("COR5", (Expression) ‘<Expression lhs > == <

Expression rhs >‘) = <true ,
131 (Expression) ‘<Expression lhs > != <Expression rhs >‘>;
132
133 tuple[bool ,Expression] muOperExp("COR6", (Expression) ‘<Expression lhs > != <

Expression rhs >‘) = <true ,
134 (Expression) ‘<Expression lhs > == <Expression rhs >‘>;
135
136 default tuple[bool ,Expression] muOperExp(str opId , Expression e) = <false ,e>;

A.2 The Rascal Patterns Extraction Algorithms

Listing A.2 presents the module “PatternExtraction.rsc” used during the pattern extrac-
tion step.
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Listing A.2: Pattern extraction module.
1 @bootstrapParser
2 module PatternExtraction
3
4 import util:: Reflective;
5 import lang:: rascal ::\ syntax :: Rascal;
6 import ParseTree;
7 import IO;
8 import Map;
9 import Set;

10
11 import MetaPattern;
12
13 anno loc node@location;
14
15 list[node] getPrefixPatterns(loc m) =
16 [ implode (#node , p) | p <- extractPatterns(m) ];
17
18 set[str] filterTypedVars(set[node] i) =
19 { name | /"typedVariable"(_,name) <- i };
20
21 set[node] filterCallOrTree(set[node] i) =
22 { p | p:"callOrTree"(_,_,_) <- i };
23
24 private tuple[int total ,int filtered , list[str] patts] countPattTree(Tree t, set

[str] lblSet) {
25 tuple[int total ,int filtered , list[str] patts] ret = <0,0,[]>;
26 // println (" countPattTree: begin <lblSet >");
27 list[str] lst = [];
28 top -down -break visit (t) {
29 case Pattern p : {
30 if (! isEmpty(lblSet) && appl(prod(/label(l,_),_,_),_) := p && l in lblSet)

{
31 // println (" countPattTree: Patt <p>");
32 ret.filtered += 1;
33 lst += "<p>";
34 } else if ( isEmpty(lblSet) ) lst += "<p>";
35 ret.total += 1;
36 }
37 }
38 ret.patts = lst;
39 return ret;
40 }
41
42 list[Pattern] extractPatterns(loc lm) {
43 if (Module m := parseModule(lm)) {
44 return [ p | /Pattern p := m];
45 }
46
47 throw "could not parse module <lm>";
48 }
49
50 public map[str , list[Tree]] getPatternTree(loc lt) {
51 Tree m = parseModule(lt);
52 return getPatternTree(m);
53 }
54
55 private list[Pattern] extractPattTree(Tree t, set[str] lblSet) {
56 list[Pattern] ret = [];
57 top -down -break visit (t) {
58 case Pattern p : {
59 if (isEmpty(lblSet) ||
60 ( appl(prod(/label(l,_),_,_),_) := p && l in lblSet ) ) {
61 ret += p;
62 }
63 }
64 }
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64 }
65 return ret;
66 }
67
68 alias aGPRet = map[str , tuple[str fSig , list[Tree] patts ]];
69
70 public aGPRet getPatternTree(Tree t, set[str] lblFSet) {
71 aGPRet r = ();
72
73 str nm,sig;
74
75 for (/ FunctionDeclaration f := t) {
76 Tree st;
77 if (f has signature) {
78 nm = "<f.signature.name >";
79 sig = "<f.signature >";
80 }
81
82 try {
83 if (f has expression) {
84 st = f.expression;
85 }
86
87 if (f has body) {
88 st = f.body;
89 }
90
91 if (nm in r) {
92 r[nm].patts += extractPattTree(st,lblFSet);
93 } else {
94 r += (nm:<sig , extractPattTree(st,lblFSet)>);
95 }
96 } catch e : println("getPatternTree exception: <e>");
97 }
98
99 return r;

100 }
101
102 public set[str] defLblFilter = {"callOrTree","concrete","descendant"};
103
104 public aGPRet getPatternTree(Tree t) = getPatternTree(t,defLblFilter);
105
106 public map[str , int] getPatternStats(loc lt) {
107 Tree m = parseModule(lt);
108 return getPatternStats(m);
109 }
110
111 public map[str , int] getPatternStats(Tree t, bool quiet , set[str] lblFSet = {"

callOrTree","concrete","descendant"}) {
112 //str nm;
113 map[str , int] r = ();
114 int fNum = 0;
115 int TotNum = 0;
116 tuple[int ,int] ret;
117
118 int fCount = 0;
119 int fPatt = 0;
120 int fWOPatt = 0;
121 str fName;
122 set[str] pSet = {};
123
124 for (/ FunctionDeclaration f := t) {
125 Tree st;
126 fCount +=1;
127 if (!quiet) {
128 println("<f.signature.name >(<f@\loc.begin.line >,<f@\loc.end.line >) LOC: <(

f@\loc.end.line - f@\loc.begin.line)+1>");
129 }
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129 }
130 /*
131 if (f has signature) {
132 fName = "<f.signature.name >";
133 }
134 */
135
136 try {
137 if (f has expression) {
138 st = f.expression;
139 }
140
141 if (f has body) {
142 st = f.body;
143 }
144
145 ret = countPattTree(st,lblFSet);
146
147 fNum += ret.filtered;
148 TotNum += ret.total;
149 pSet += toSet(ret.patts);
150
151 //Get info about functions
152 if (ret.total >0) {
153 fPatt +=1;
154 } else {
155 fWOPatt +=1;
156 }
157 // println("<nm >::<ret.filtered >");
158
159 } catch e : println("getPatternStats exception: <e>");
160 }
161
162 // println (" getPatternStats: <fNum >, <TotNum >");
163 assert fNum <= TotNum : "getPatternStats: Filtred pattern is grater than total

patterns.";
164
165 return ("filtered":fNum ,
166 "unfiltered":TotNum -fNum ,
167 "uniquePatts":size(pSet),
168 "total":TotNum ,
169 "func": fCount ,
170 "funcPatt": fPatt ,
171 "funcWOPatt": fWOPatt);
172 }
173
174 private loc sMSample = |cwd:///MSample.rsc|;
175 private loc sMcCabeM3 = |cwd:///McCabeM3.rsc|;
176
177 void main() {
178 println("Checking the files ...");
179 if (!( exists(sMSample) && isFile(sMSample))) {
180 throw "Invalid File!";
181 }
182
183 Tree m = parseModule(sMSample);
184 map[str ,int] stats = getPatternStats(m);
185 println("Stats from sMSample");
186 for (e <- stats) {
187 println("<e>: <stats[e]>");
188 }
189
190
191 list[Pattern] l1 = extractPatterns(sMSample);
192 println("List Patt from sMSample - <size(l1)>");
193 int i = 1;
194 for (e <- l1) {
195 println("Patt Index: <i>, \’<e>\’");
196 i = i + 1;
197 }
198
199 println("List Patt from sMcCabeM3");
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200
201 m = parseModule(sMcCabeM3);
202 stats = getPatternStats(m);
203 println("Stats from sMcCabeM3");
204 for (e <- stats) {
205 println("<e>: <stats[e]>");
206 }
207
208 println("Test tree --Initial Tree");
209 // rprintln(m);
210 map[str , list[Tree]] patts = getPatternTree(sMcCabeM3);
211 println("getPatternTree :: Result");
212 for (e <- patts) {
213 print("<e>::");
214 println (["<p>" | p <- patts[e]]);
215 // implode (#node , p) | p <- extractPatterns(m)
216 }
217 }
218
219 test bool tstBasic1 () = size(extractPatterns(sMSample)) == 1;
220 test bool tstBasic2 () = size(extractPatterns(sMcCabeM3)) > 0;
221 test bool tstBasic3 () = size(getPatternTree(sMSample)) == 1;
222 test bool tstBasic4 () = size(getPatternTree(sMcCabeM3)) > 0;
223 test bool tstBasic5 () = size(getPatternStats(sMcCabeM3)) == 3;
224 test bool tstBasic6 () = getPatternStats(sMcCabeM3)["total"] == 13;

A.3 The Patterns Language Syntax of Rascal

Listing A.3: The Rascal’s patterns language definition.
1 syntax Pattern
2 = \set : "{" {Pattern ","}* elements0 "}"
3 | \list : "[" {Pattern ","}* elements0 "]"
4 | qualifiedName : QualifiedName qualifiedName
5 | multiVariable : QualifiedName qualifiedName "*"
6 | splice : "*" Pattern argument
7 | splicePlus : "+" Pattern argument
8 | negative : "-" Pattern argument
9 | literal : Literal literal

10 | \tuple : "\<" {Pattern ","}+ elements "\>"
11 | typedVariable : Type type Name name
12 | \map : "(" {Mapping[Pattern] ","}* mappings ")"
13 | reifiedType : "type" "(" Pattern symbol "," Pattern definitions ")"
14 | callOrTree : Pattern expression "(" {Pattern ","}* arguments

KeywordArguments[Pattern] keywordArguments ")"
15 > variableBecomes : Name name ":" Pattern pattern
16 | asType : "[" Type type "]" Pattern argument
17 | descendant : "/" Pattern pattern
18 | anti : "!" Pattern pattern
19 | typedVariableBecomes: Type type Name name ":" Pattern pattern
20 ;

The Listing A.3 presents an extract from the module “Rascal.rsc” 2 that define the
Rascal syntax using the language itself. The module version used is 4e9cd4e and the
code extract start at line 860 of the original code.

2The Rascal syntax module is available on https://git.io/vQs3a.

https://git.io/vQs3a

